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INTRODUCTION 
Statue pf Elementary School Physical Education — . Within the past 
twenty years much emphasis has been placed on the need for health and 
physical fitness* Physical education has become a significant part of 
the educational program for the all-around development of youth.1 Grow¬ 
ing concern for wise use of increased leisure time and for the curtail¬ 
ment of increased juvenile delinquency has given this field added empha- 
' . , y. . • 
sis* Although large sums of money have been expended for the construc¬ 
tion of gymnasiums and playgrounds* as well as for equipment* many ele- t! 
meatary schools still lack adequate facilities* Whereas classroom 
teachers are expected to teach elementary-school physical education, as 
yet little has been done* especially for those teachers who have been in 
service many years* to advance their understanding of the program and to 
offer them guidance in terms of organizatm* methods of teaching* and 
- - .• • . - .. - . r. - .... 
^ ~ 2 
selection of materials for this field* The report of the 1951 National 
Conference of Physical Education for Children of Elementary School Age 
stated that classroom teachers felt that their preparation for teaching 
3 
physical education,had been limited* 
Recent revisions of state physical education bulletins and intro-. 
(1) Rodgers* Elisabeth G.* "Why Physical Education?"* The Journal 
of Health and Physical Education. Vol. 14* No. 4 (April* 1943)* p. 201. 
(2 ) l^e. Lfetbel* The Conduct of Physical Education, p* 14* 
... (31 for Children of Ele-" 
mentary; School Age", A Report of the Natiiteal Conf erence of Physical 
Education for Children of Elementary School Age* p* 29* 
-3< 
■ ' -■ } v . ;• . • J 
duction of programs, such as that of Los Angeles, designed to meet the 
needs of the regular classroom teachers who has not had special training 
in physical education, indicate an awareness of the problem for elemen¬ 
tary teachers,4 
Statement of the Problem — The development of a detailed progressive 
program of physical education for the elementary schools of the Cassadaga 
Valley Central School system in Sinclairville, New York has been requested 
by llr, J, Arthur France, Supervising Principal. A further request was made 
■ . ' • j • 
that a philosophy of the physical education program for this school system 
.  .. . ,v i .. • » V * , * • 
.• f " , • ■ • • , . * ' ; * • • . . ‘ 
be developed. The supervising principal also asked that the study include 
a survey of the present program and facilities, with recommendations for 
advisable changes and additions. A survey of the elementary physical 
education programs of other eastern states has been added to give the study 
scope. 
Background and Resultant Reasons for the Problem — The Cassadaga 
Valley Central School system consists of four elementary schools for grades 
1-6, located in four neighboring towns, and a centrally located six-year 
high school. Certain requirements and activity areas are specified for 
elementary school physical education by the New York State Syllabus; at 
5 
present these four grade schools do not meet these standards. The devel¬ 
opment of a basic philosophy was requested because present interpretations 
(4) Journal of the American Association for Health. Physical Educa¬ 
tion. and Recreation. (February>1352)> p. 13. 
(jy thi State of New York. Physical Education Syl¬ 
labus - Elementary Schools (1933), p. 9, 
-4— 
of "the aims and objectives of physical education by individual teachers 
have resulted in varied and unbalanced programs. The request for a 
detailed progressive program was made because the elementary teachers in 
the local schools are toe busy and because they are not trained to develop 
a program designed to meet both pupil needs and state regulations. The ' 
supervising principal felt that a planned program and curriculum would 
serve as an aid to the teachers; it would coordinate the physical educa¬ 
tion program in the four elementary schools; and it would benefit the 
high school program indirectly, in that students would have similar physi¬ 
cal education background and training when the seventh grade level was 
reached. 
CHAPTER II 
OUTLINE OF THE PROCEDURE 
t 
CHAPTER II 
OUTLINE OF THE PROCEDURE 
Philosophy of Physical Education for Cassadaea Valley Central 
School — Philosophy as defined by Webster is "the science which inves¬ 
tigates the facts and principles of reality and of human nature and con- 
; - .. . ' . ' . i- 
1 ' 
duct." 
The first step in developing any program is to establish the princi- 
■ >• • • . • .1 • •. • ... .1" ■ .■ • ••: ::V Vr 'r'' 
pies and ideals upon which the program is to be based. To give direction 
to the Cassadaga Valley physical education program, the philosophy was 
• • ..-.....; f,■ . ‘ r ; . t - •. v 
formulated before any other material was collected. Although perhaps 
applicable to other similar communities, this philosophy, as stated in 
the following paragraphs, was developed on the basis of knowledge of 
»• ... - ;■ •/ • : ir V; y V r _ ?' . ** •» [ \ Y '* ' .YY ' V- . • * 1 V 
this particular school district, its people and their interests. 
life make8 many demands on all people today and continually issues 
challenges to its people to keep up with the world about them, requiring 
•' ■ •. . . .. A, . „Y .. ■ 1. v . - Y *■: l.’ - • * «: * .. ' * ^ 
keen and alert minds, healthy and active bodies, and an interest in and 
concern for not just their neighbors but for the peoples all over the 
earth* 
It is the function of schools and teachers to prepare its students 
to meet these demands and challenges as effectively and efficiently as is 
possible.2 It is the aim of education to develop the capacities and inter- 
ii' , 1 "* 1 
■t, . 0 - 
(1) Webster*s Collegiate Dictionary (1943), p. 746. 
(2) University of the State of New fork, New York .St^te Physical 
Education Standards Project, Bulletin No. 1* p. 13. 
-7- 
©sts of children whom they serve as fully as possible and to guide them 
paration for understanding and meeting of the problems of the day and 
porting and self-governing. However, neither children nor adults spend 
all of their time engaged in study and work, and if their lives are to be 
• W? ’• *. • • *- . n.’ < * ' Sr- 4 • ’ . v V. ' • . ■ : * i 
fully developed-, resources must be drawn from the fields of art, music and 
the recreational phase of physical education to further enrich their lives. 
Furthermore, neither children nor adults can work efficiently if they are 
- • •• '<•. V- - .... ,.. v. . ' ' " •' >' "i • 
not physically fit. It is the purpose of this paper to determine how phys¬ 
ical education may contribute to the all-around development of the students 
of the Cassadaga Valley Central School district and to develop a program 
which will accomplish this aim. 
; i 
The students of this school district live in a rural area. They have 
large yards and fields for play, plenty of fresh air, and opportunity to 
develop strong, healthy, robust bodies. Many of them are given tasks te 
perform at home which require much physical activity and exercise. Never 
theless, ideal as these conditions may seem on the surface, there is an 
important place in the educational program of these students for physical 
education. ’ . 
» ... . ... ’ . .... -.?•• >1 .. ■ •. ft- -x ■ ■ / 4 ;; ;■ ■ • . •* :J. 
It is natural for all young children to play, whether it be "play 
house", "play horse", "play cowboy", or "play sick". But the play of 
(3) University of the State of New York op. cit. p. 13. 
-8- 
children, especially as they grow older, must be given direction, which 
is part of the physical education program - planning play activities which 
will help to enrich their lives, guiding them into a variety of activities 
Although a child be given certain jobs at home to perform, these do 
not ensure an all-round development of the body. One of the most impor¬ 
tant phases of physical education is to offer a program which will evenly 
develop all muscles. It is the purpose of physical education to promote 
discipline of the body so that a youngster is well coordinated and can 
perform quickly, skillfully and with ease the activities which life de¬ 
mands of him. A child may be born with a healthy body, but this body must 
be kept in condition and receive periodic planned exercise to continue to 
be healthy. Hence, one of the main purposes of the physical education 
program of the Cassadaga Valley school district is to direct play activi¬ 
ties and so to plan them that the children will develop and maintain 
healthy bodies. The program must go one step further in offering good 
body conditioning; it must teach its students to appreciate the value of 
a healthy body and to realize what sacrifice of good health would mean. 
Although physical education is primarily concerned with body develop¬ 
ment, control and conditioning, its program also offers opportunity for 
social growth and development. More than ever before, children need to 
learn to live together with others harmoniously. They need to learn the 
’•give and take” of life; they must be made aware of the likenesses and 
differences of one another; they should be given an opportunity to meet 
children from other communities. They should learn to consider the rights 
of others; they should learn to be loyal followers as well as efficient 
leaders. The activities included in a physical education program afford 
-9- 
youngsters an opportunity to work and play together, sharing equipment, 
exchanging experiences, taking turns, and helping one another. 
; V • 
In developing a healthy body and in learning an appreciation for 
,/ri ' • 
such, children should be taught the satisfaction derived from accomplish- 
V; 
ment and the acceptance of the challenge of a new act with the desire to 
achieve this new goal. But, young children should learn the taste of 
success if they are to acquire the desire for physical activity. Physical 
education should carefully develop a program requiring progressively 
more difficult skills in keeping with the ability and the progress of the 
individual student. This gradual development of more difficult skill 
techniques, coupled with a wide program of purposeful activities will lay 
. Y • r • y £'• 1 /••• •/ . /';'r \‘ kA ■ . •>-. v -> ; . . *v r- • yt •• v.. ., • 
the background for an interest and desire to continue and to develop skills 
_; V... 
v.. . _ " (\. ■ 
which will provide exercise and amusement for adult recreation during 
leisure time. 
. • • • •• . * 
The purpose tfien'i or the philosophy, of the physical education pro¬ 
gram for the Cassadaga Valley school district may be said to be five-fold; 
• •' ■' I • ■ - ...... • • • ' A " 
1 It will strive to teach body discipline and to develop body coor¬ 
dination, and at the same time, try to instill in its students 
an appreciation for a healthy body. 
2 It is to be a help or aid in enriching the lives of its students, 
offering them a time for relaxation, fun and happiness, enjoy¬ 
ment while playing with their friends# 
3 It will seek to encourage self-participation, being concerned with 
the individual, rather than spectatorship, by offering a variety 
•*10- 
of activities in which as many as is possible will achieve 
reasonable success and thus learn the satisfaction of accom¬ 
plishment* 
4 Furthermore, physical education for this area will seek to ad¬ 
vance the socialixation of its students by encouraging and 
offering them opportunities to meet new people, by teaching 
* tom to be considerate of others, by teaching them how to 
accept victory or defeat, by helping them to practice control 
of undesirable emotions, and by showing them how to contribute 
to the happiness of others* 
5 Above all, this program, rather than promoting a few champions, 
.. will attempt to appeal to all and to include all of its mem¬ 
bers, serving as many of its children as best it can in nmking 
them healthy* active and eager, wel-coerdinated, social-minded 
citizens of their school and community* 
Survey of Present Facilities and Program — In order to formulate a 
physical education program for Cassadaga Valley, it was necessary to know 
the present conditions, including facilities, play area and present pro¬ 
gram* A check list of desirable standards for play areas, in- and out-of- 
doors, and for gymnasium and playground equipment, as recommended in the 
New York State Syllabus, was used to determine the space and equipment 
4 
available at present in each of the four elementary schools* To deter¬ 
mine the present program as practiced by each grade teacher, conferences 
(4) University of the State of New York, Physical Education Syl¬ 
labus - Elementary Schools (1933), pp* 32-35* 
' : • ;•.•••-Vj- ••; : ‘ . ' '" • , ■- ■ ■' . \ . V - • ■ . '• vtj " 
- < • ■ ■ ■' • • ■• • ': ■■.• ■ , ■ ■'•' ' . ■ ■ :•■" ■ : 
nere The interview6'had :a' . 
second s h -purpose of acquainting'the tee.cherfe ?with; tile reason1 for- the " 
J ' • v 1 '■' ■''• * jt% . J. i-' ■ '■ ' '■ -: Ac ■•: '■: ■ •" • V •'• • - - - — •• -•...'' 
. ' ■ ' .■ * ';. .' > 
Vstudy iand ;of ■ Soliciting theirf 1 • of physical, 
• ■■■■'.  . • .. . ■ - ■ ■-*••■. . ’. •' ■- ..... 
&*3c4 - . . . ■ • ... *vr • * . ' ■ " ; - . - • . ' .. .. ; 
sdbia;! "and-mental ehamci'erlstics of* -feh^vChtlSre^at. th&^dlffdrieht§ ."•■*- -; ■ ,• • •: . ■' • i ■ . ' 
. grad,levels: end 'of Hhe aims - and - obj eetives-fot physical education -err-' 
■•• *• .. .... «% 
the basis1 of ’;these' fchar^cteristics -vas-also-included in •the' cehfejfence'ir... . 
Survef of Syllabi-d’f-Qtheh Eastern States -- In ord er - that t he - 
• ■ • ; ; ■ . ■ • , . ... " ■ ... 
problem* -Chdnges' in^the'-program-aAdtre&pMaended 
additions id "present If siciiities* have broader ©Cope* not only Has a 
4 • .* • 
--- . ' .; ' '. •; 
Study'made of the- local situation, but also a study of the practices 
*" ?. ■ S ; - . •: : 
of other eastern states was made by .analyzing the physical education 1/"' 
syllabi of Lr.ine, Rev? Hampshire, Vermont, Lassaciiusetts, Rhode Island! • 
Ohio, Illinois and Ke\v York. The states were selected on a geographi- 
calybasis.ps having similar climates and therefore having more likeII- ; 
hoed of similar programs, thus ;-ermitting •.general!zations to .be made. 
Data taken from the material received was collected end interpreted, 
• l ■ ■ . .. I - - . : " 0 • " / ' 
Analyses were - roade of four aspects of the physical education program:.;' ^ 
. . r • •• r * • • • * % ■ . . 
' .aims and objectives, tiine required, facilities reco^enaed, and areas!;: 
• of activity included. 
Recommendations — The- reconauendations made for changes, in the 
- ■ ■ ■ . ■. ..... - f. .. .. ■—.... ~i• 
-present program and for additions to existing facilities,,in general, 
-apply to all four elementary schools in the local system. It was 
necessary, because of certain individual school problems, to ref er cer¬ 
tain aspects of the program specifically to these' schools. . 
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- The resultant program de- 
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velcoed was based on the philosophy for this particular school and on. 
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schools and in the other states. The program was designed to make the 
• : x ■ 
job of planning a daily period of physical education as easy as possi- . 
■ ■ • • • 
ble for the individual teachers, assuring that minimum standards 
Yv..- 
that all areas be included, and that the curriculum represent a pro¬ 
gression from.easy to more difficult performance* in keeping with 
hi- 
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■ ; .... ....... 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENT PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
As stated in the previous chapter, a survey of the equipment 
and program for physical education in the four local schools was 
made. To differentiate between schools, the letters A, B, C and D 
have been used, and any school, to which specific reference is made, 
will be so designated. 
Survey of Facilities — The study of the facilities of each 
elementary school was made in order that the proposed program could 
be adapted to the physical conditions existing and in order that, where 
minimum essentials were lacking, recommendations could be made. A 
separate analysis was made in each school of the gymnasium, playground, 
gymnasium equipment and playground equipment. Items included in the 
study of the gymnasium and the playground were selected as being signi¬ 
ficant in making contributions to or placing limitations on the program. 
Factors effecting health and safety of the students were also considered. 
. As shown in Table I, all four schools have gymnasiums. With the 
exception of School B, the indoor play areas are large enough for any 
inside activity suitable for youngsters in grades one through six. An 
average class of twenty-five children can safely be accommodated for 
• . r | * • .* * " .. • 
supervised physical activity. ... 
With the exception of School A, the gymnasiums are also used as 
cafeterias and. for music lessons. YThereas music lessons are only given 
occasionally in Schools C and D, piano lessons are given two and one-half 
days each week in School B, severely curtailing the hours for which the 
gymnasium may be used for physical education* 
Table I 
- - • 
Gymnasium Facilities 
Schools* A B C D 
Size 35tx60t 22 *x40 * ;4G?$60? 35 ’x45 * 
Uses, besides 
physical education 
• • • t 
' . . ..; 4 ; 
Assembly Assembly 
Cafeteria 
Music 
Bible 
• 
Assembly 
Cafeteria 
Music 
Assembly 
Cafeteria 
Music 
■ - .. class • .. 
1 _ 
Hours free for 
physical,education 
9*OOA.M.- 
3:30P.M. ■ ■ • 
9*00-11:30 
A.M. 
(M,T,F 
only) 
9*00-11*30 
A.M. 
1*00-3*30 
P.M. 
9:00-11*30 
A.M.'/ 
1:00-3:30 
P.M. 
v >.. *.• •• • 
Floor Surface Wood Wood Wood 
(varnish) 
Asphalt 
tile 
Courts Marked* 
Basketball X X 
X 
X 
X 
, r \ ^ 
Storage Space 2 cup¬ 
boards 
in gym 
Stage Stage Office 
Safety Stage 
Platform 
■ .. •' 
. -■•••• 
Serv¬ 
ing 
Tables 
Tables, 
Piano 
Wall venti¬ 
lator 
Lighting -, Good Good Poor Good 
Heat Exces¬ 
sive 
Good Good Good 
Ventilation Fair Fair Fair Good 
Storage space in all four buildings, although available, is not 
satisfactory from the standpoint of convenience and care of equipment. 
From the standpoint of safety, Schools A and D, whose gymnasiums 
, • ; - - . *' . ■ . . • .rt**.*. c .* • ’ 
are narrow, have miscellaneous school equipment stored along the side 
of the floor, thereby limiting space and extending over the play area. 
This area is unguarded by mats or similar protection. Although the 
lighting and temperature are good, with the exceptions of Schools A and 
C respectively, the ventilation in three gymnasiums is unsatisfactory. 
Analyses of only three items were made in the study of the play¬ 
grounds: size, surface (including drainage) and areas laid out for 
specific activities, as shown in Table II. 
v >• •. 
’ ;• . ' . '4* 
V . . Is 
• 
Table II 
Playground Facilities 
Schools: A B C , 
• * .: . • •. • 
Size 1 acre 3/4 acre 1 3/8 acre 
r 
/v:‘s- y 
3 acres 
Surface Grass Grass Grass Undeveloped 
Fields 2 Softball 2 Softball 2 Softball None, as 
*■ > .. r; ---> ’• . ’ . . 
yet 
.;> • ; -l. 
■ -- 
.. i "• - ... 
' M. ;•* - > . v. ... . ✓ , •• 
The average size of the four playgrounds is one and one-fourth 
acres. The smallest area belongs to School B whose enrollment is the 
smallest (110 pupils). Actually, School B’s playground is divided into 
two.small adjoining fields, one of which is rented. The surface of 
all the playgrounds is grass* there is no macadam surfacing. .Whereas 
the areas for Schools B and C are level, part of the area for School A 
is located on a slope which is rough and uneven. The playground for 
School D, which is a new building (195?), has had no landscaping and 
is not yet developed. The drainage for School C is only fair. The 
only fields which are laid out for any of the playgrounds are softball 
diamonds. 
Survey of Supplies and Equipment — When the survey of equipment 
was done, a distinction:., between gymnasium and playground supplies and 
permanent equipment was made. Permanent equipment includes those items 
\ i • . * *» 
which are intended to last for several years, and supplies include 
items which must usually be replaced every year. In Table III, due to 
duplication of some supplies for both gymnasium and playground use, 
supplies for gymnasium and playground have been combined. . Only items 
which are found in at least one of the local schools are listed. The 
numbers of the individual items found in each school as listed in Table 
III indicate quantity; no attempt was made to classify the various sup¬ 
plies and equipment in terms of quality. The explanation for the dearth 
of gymnasium equipment for School D is that the original building had 
no gymnasium. 
Table III 
Supplies and Equipment 
-- 
Supplies Local Schools . . .v 
A B  C 
 D 
*' « .'. \ ■ <. V i. :* •** • 
• * , 
Balls t: 
Basketballs 
Footballs 
Rubber playground 
Soccer 
Softballs 
Volleyballs 
. .... J' 
* 1. 
Hf • . <fji . 
3 
2 
4 
1 
, .1 ... 
2 
2 
1 
4 
1 
S. • ’ 
-1 ., 
2 
6 
i 
M* - 
1 
5 
# 
Ball bats 4 4 6 5 
Indian clubs 6 2 1 2 - 
Junking ropes 3 - ... •*. 
- • r •«v,.. .. 
Rope quoits 2 (sets) - 
Shuffleboard cues 2 - 8 4 
Shuffleboard discs r 4 16 ' 2 
Tenequeit rings 2 1 : 1 ' - ' <■* 
, -  . * •' . i' .*»i V S'..'.' vi»- Vw ^ 
•' -VS- :: :• •'< 
Permanent Gymnasium Equipment •: ;T •* Local Schools 
A ;v: ^ B c B 1 
Ball inflator *). r ! v 1 • 
Mats 1 
. x , 
'-■■■^1 ■ * 
Record player — . 1 ' ' 1 
1 . 
Scale* • ' 
'? ... ; ■W r— - - • 1 • ‘V V 
Volleyball net * v • 1 ^ ■ 
x 
' V 
Sand bins 1 i 1 r 
Seesaws 6 2 3 
2 
Tabl» XXI (cant'd.) 
T : - • •' . V- - 'T.r'X' •• :V V;£ •■•' ‘ ■ :  _ i- v. ' •- 
Permanent Gymnasium Equipment Local Schools 
A B c 
Slides 2 1 2 1 
. ■ . _ i J ■- '• i-"* — * C -4j : O' X ' - 
Swings e 
•. . 
5 6 3 
Gym set (hanging rings, 
trapeze) 
• f 
1. 1 1 
"V "" " - •: 
As seen in the preceding table, Schools A and C have more supplies 
and equipment than do either of the other two schools. This uneven dis¬ 
tribution is explained by the fact that Schools A and C each have at least 
one hundred students more than do Schools B and D* 
With the exception of one softball and one bat in each classroom, 
the other supplies are kept together in a centrally located place, which 
is usually the main office* 
The procedure for replacing old supplies and equipment or for order¬ 
ing new materials is to requisition it through the office of the supervis* 
ing principal* - Placement of orders is usually the responsibility of the 
individual principal at each grade school. The reason that the schools 
have so few supplies is that there have not been requisitions for more* 
Present Program — Whereas a survey of physical education facili¬ 
ties, supplies and equipment could be done without enlisting the aid of 
local elementary teachers, determining the actual program necessitated 
-^•aever possible, a separate con¬ 
ference was held with each instructor to make the contact as personal 
’•' .i- -\.y •* V ’ ■-.‘V ■' •' ^ v vv V t 
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ag possible, The purpotfo of the conferences was five-fold* 
. 1 To learn hew much time was spent daily for physical 
education 
.2 To determine the adaptabilly of the various classrooms 
* ■ i ' ’ . /. . -’v • 
for physical activity 
’ • • ‘ \' . • ■. . .. • . 
• • ■ ... * ‘ • • •*: ' * . : • ■ i .t 
3 To determine the activities which the individual teachers 
have the students 
4 Te learn the teachers * opinions of physical education# 
as well as the problems related to the program 
5 To acquaint the teachers with the study being made and 
to enlist their cooperation* 
Sach ef the five purposes have specific objectives which are 
•’ ..... . .* ■ . . . 
essential to the development of the final program* First, the amount 
4 r; w • * ..... j ^ 
of time devoted to physical education is important from the standpoint 
of meeting New York state requirements and from the standpoint ef se¬ 
lecting activities which can be introduced within the time limit, * 
Second# the adaptability ef. the classrooms for physical activities is 
significant for the limitations which it places on the physical educa¬ 
tion program when the gymnasium and playground facilities are not avail 
able* Third# information concerning the activities which the classroom 
■ ■■■ . ■ - •«* toff- ’• \ ■■■■;■ • /- ■, V 
teachers include is necessary to determine whether the total program is 
varied and yet we^-rounded and whether the needs and interests of the 
students are being met* Fourth# the opinions of the teachers and the 
(1) University of the State of New York op, cit* pp, 9-10* 
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problems encountered in relation to physical education are equally im¬ 
portant because the understanding of the aims, the interest shown, and 
the solution of the problems effecting the program, by each teacher, 
will determine in large measure the success of the program. Finally, 
the study of the present physical education program could not be made 
without the cooperation of the teachers. Furthermore, the results of 
the study and recommendations or changes made in the program as a result 
of the entire study have a greater possibility of being adopted if the 
advice of the teachers and consideration of specific problem's of the 
individual instructors have helped to shape the final proposed program. 
One physical education instructor is employed to teach in all four 
of the schools, the present year, 1951-52, being the first time that 
such services are available. Each student receives instruction from 
this specialist two times each week, except in Schools A and G, where, 
because of the large enrollment, grades one through three receive 
special instruction only once a week. The length of each perico with 
the physical education teacher averages forty-five minutes. Boys and 
girls are grouped together in the classes for grades one through three, 
but are taught separately, once a week in the classes for grades four 
through six. . The program offered by the physical education instructor 
includes stunts and tumbling, simple group and team games, relays, exer¬ 
cises, and modified athletics for the older, grades, ana singing, ana dram* 
tic games for the younger children. To.supplement the instruction given 
by the specialist,, each, teacher was given a suggested list of activities 
^rouped according to grades, and arranged in block formation,-tonbe used 
as a guide. 
Although no two situations are exactly alike, the program as a 
whole in each of the schools forms a general pattern which can be 
summarized and about which generalizations can be made. 
The length of the physical education classes conducted by the 
classroom teachers for the three days when there is no specialized 
instruction averages twenty to twenty-five minutes. In the classes 
where periods for physical education are provided in both the morning 
and the afternoon, the morning period is a five- or ten-minute interval 
added to the recess period, and the afternoon period is longer, varying 
from fifteen to thirty minutes. 
Y/ith the exception of the new building at School D, no classroom 
may be readily adapted to physical activity, the desks and seats being 
V ' 
either attached to the floor or to slats. In many of the classrooms 
there is no space between the walls and the outside rows and in back 
of the ends of the rows. 
In regard to activity areas included, no rhythm work or dancing 
is given in any grades except first and second. Dramatic and singing 
} 
games receive great emphasis in the primary grades and relays and simple 
team games in the intermediate grades. Little attempt is made to 
analyze and teach the basic skills, and except in the first two grades, 
no stunts are taught by classroom teachers. There is little variety in 
the types of games played and often the same games are played year after 
year from grades three through six. 
The greatest variance in regard to the physical education program 
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as conducted by the classroom instructors is in the teachers' opinions 
of the program. As a group, although there are exceptions, the teachers 
in the primary grades and the younger teachers recognize the physical 
and social values of physical education and plan the activities in 
advance. Some of the older teachers, particularly those who teach 
grades four through six, state that the time and effort of the elemen¬ 
tary teacher must be spent in teaching the youngsters the mastery of 
tool subjects essential to advanced academic learning and that the 
function of physical education is to provide rest and relaxation which 
may consist of any type of physical activity. The majority of the 
teachers are unable to follow the plans suggested by the physical edu¬ 
cation instructor because many of the activities are unfamiliar and 
because the teachers lack time and source material from which the 
necessary information may be secured. 
The element of sufficient time for all phases of the school pro¬ 
gram is the predominant problem of all the elementary teachers. Tak¬ 
ing orders for lunches and collecting lunch money, religious instruction, 
vocal and instrumental music lessons, physical education classes, and 
noon hour and recess periods severely reduce the amount of time that 
may be devoted to academic teaching. A second problem common to all of 
the teachers is that of inadequate play supplies and the inconvenience 
of not having them readily accessible either in the classroom or in a 
room adjacent to the gymnasium. A problem of School A in grades four 
through six is that boys and girls are given separate instruction by 
the physical education instructor two days a week, making ninety minutes 
each for two class days in which all students are not together for aca- 
-24- 
demic instruction. A problem which applies especially to School B and 
which affects the physical education curriculum is that dancing is con¬ 
trary to the religious doctrine of certain students. A problem relat¬ 
ing to the teachers rather than to the program is that many of the 
teachers feel inadequately trained to teach physical education and 
hence hesitate to introduce new materials. However, regardless of the 
problems, as a group, the attitude of all of the elementary teachers 
is that of cooperation, expressing a concern for the improvement of 
the physical education program and a desire to meet the needs and 
interests of the children. 
;<■ «: 
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CHAPTER IV 
SURVEY OF ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
IN OTHER EASTERN STATES 
As the basis for making recommeBdations to develop the elementary 
school physics! education program for the local school system* a survey 
sras Bade of the programs of seven eastern states* in addition to that 
of New York. 
* ....... 
Preliminary to the consideration of the various programs* an exam¬ 
ination of the aims and objectives* as set forth by the different states* 
was'made. To parallel the survey of the four elementary schools* studies 
were included of the time required* the facilities recommended and the 
areas of activity deemed essential* as listed by each state. To complete 
the survey* a study of the recommended procedures for planning the physi- 
• • • • . " ’■> 
cal education program, as well as of the procedures for teaching, was also 
made. ; ” 
States Solicited and Returns Received — Although elementary school 
physical education syllabi were requested from eleven eastern states* 
returns were only received from Maine* New Hampshire* Vermont, Massa- 
chusetts * Rhode Is land, Illinois and Ohio* Material sent concerning 
the program consisted ©ft curriculum bulletins from Maine1 and Ver¬ 
mont2; f Handbook for Teachers of Physical Education in the Elementary, 
iEducation* "Physical Education (Elementary 
Level)" 1 Curriculum Bulletin No« 14i Maine* 1950. * ■_ , 
(2) "Health and Physical Education 
Grades 2^12"* Curriculum Bulletin Ho* 4> Vermont* January* 1949. 
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^*3 4 5 6-e8 from 01110 ? a °°Py toe complete curriculum and course of study 
guide from Illinois4'; an outline of physical activities from Rhode Island5 
and a reprint of sections on physical education and health from "A Curri¬ 
culum Guide for Primary Teachers” from Massachusetts6* New Hampshire had 
no syllabus, but used the pamphlet "Physical Education for Children of 
Elementary School Age"7* Any further reference to New Hampshire^ physi¬ 
cal education policies will be based on this pamphlet# 
Aims and Objectives — Seven ©f the eight states studied include 
statements of the general educational aims and objectives of physical 
education# Whereas New York, Illinois, Massachusetts and Maine itemize 
specific objectives, Ohio classified the aims as contributions to the 
total growth of the child, and New Hampshire and Vermont merely indicate 
aims and objectives in introductory remarks# No mention of aims or 
objectives is made by Rhode Island other than that the program include 
. •• . ■ ... 
> ■ vy* 'V,<r. 
daily supervised physical activity, providing a maximum of activity for 
every participant. 
Although no objective is declared by any state as receiving more 
weight than another, physical development (or.gaac vigor, neuromuscular 
control, strength, endurance) is placed at the top of all lists# The 
(3) State Department of Education, Ohio, 1951. 
(4) State of Illinois, Illinois.Curriculum and Course of Study 
Guide for Elementary Schools# Circular Series A, No. 32# 
(5) State Health and Education Departments, "Elementary School 
Outlines for Physical Activities Grades 1-6", Rhode Island, 1950. 
(6) Massachusetts Department of Education. 
(7) Athletic Institute, "Physical Education for Children of Ele 
mentary School Age", A Report of the National Conference of Physical 
Education for Children of Elementary School Age. 
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development of desirable social qualities such as honesty, emotional con¬ 
trol, fair play, leadership and followship is also included by all states. 
Ohio, Maine and Massachusets stress the value of acquiring skills and of 
learning activities which will encourage participation in physical acti¬ 
vities in later life. Massachusetts and New Hampshire list relaxation from 
■more formal types of education as an objective. Illinois and Maine include 
the promotion of hygienic school and home life and the inculcation of 
health habits by providing and practicing ways and means for wholesome liv- . 
ing. Ohio and Illinois list respectively the aims of developing safety 
skills and of securing safety of play areas and equipment. Prevention or 
correction of certain postural defects as an objective is stated only by 
Illinois. Culture is an aim included by New York. A distribution of ob¬ 
jectives is shown below in Table IV. 
Table IV 
Objectives Listed by Other States 
• • *’ 
Objectives . c. .. A’ ' 
\ , 
States ■ _ 
Me, N*H* Vt. Mass. Ohio XU. N.Y 
Physical Development X X X X X X X 
Social Efficiency X X X X X X X 
Carry-over to Adult Life X V ■/ - : = X ■ 
Relaxation < ; - <•; ■ X, • X 
Health Habits • ■ x '• • ' ■ X 
Safety 
• V”.; V* ■ ■ •; • "... X X 
Posture Defects 
Culture 
X 
X 
-29- 
V-.t, 
In sumnarijine. the objectives of physical education as listed by 
the seven states, it is noteworthy that although all states consider 
physical development a'primary objective and nere items are listed 
bv eacn state pertainina- to this .object!*e than to any other, all states 
anticipate that many other benefits will be gained from the program. 
Also significant is the fact that the aims listed by the states concur 
with the five main points of the philosophy for the local' system, pro- 
... pounded in Chapter II. 
. . /■■( .. . • 
Zi?16 he^uired — The question of tine plays an important part in 
the development of the program, for, as shown in Table V, all eight 
states require at least one daily period of physical education, of ' 
which the average time per day is twenty-five minutes. 11aine, Vermont, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Nev; York specify that this shall be in* 
addition to recess periods. Maine, Ohio and New York recommend’ two 
fifteen-minute periods, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. 
Whereas Maine, Ohio and Illinois do not indicate exact time in terras of 
• " • >T\ . . f. i-* ^ -■ 
vj •*«». * ; 4 . 
length, Maine states that a definite tijne shall be set aside; Ohio states 
that part of the time shall be given to instruction; and Illinois states 
that the time shall be a period equal in length to the regular class 
period. 
• ; . ' V • > 
Facilities Recommended — In the survey of the physical education 
facilities recommended by the eight states, only Rhode Island and Ohio 
specified the number of items to be included under supplies. Vermont 
does not appear in the survey because no equipment was listed. The 
circular on equipment was not available, hence Illinois also does not 
appear. As noted by the statistics tabulated in Table VI, the list 
••• .I-".; 
' ' - ---- V. 
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Thble V 
Tim© Required by Other States 
* . -ft''- ■ • 
Items on Time St ate8 
• . * V Me. N.H. Vt. Mass. R. I. Ohio Ill. N.Y. 
<* v«. «;* » 4..;... v 
Physical 
• • *"v — ' ■ 
• 'V §. 
education • * t . 
daily X X X X X X X X 
Length of •. ■. • »•. 
period in - v, .  . ■ 
minutes ... 15 20 30 20 - - 15 
• : 7. •*, ~t :■ • 
or 
j < .f •. • ■ • • •••-•• • • *r •»“ H ’ • * ' 25 
Number of ... . . ,... •. - , • • .... .■ 
daily 
periods 2 — 1 1 1 2 l 2 or 
1 * 
.* ... *, .* *, , 
Other, stip¬ 
ulations A set Defin¬ Out- Part ' Time 2 per¬ 
* time ite of of equal iods 
for time doors time in recom¬ 
• » inter¬ set when¬ to be length mended 
medi¬ ' aside ever given to for" 
ate possi¬ to regu- grades 
grades ble instruc- l&r 1-3 
tion class 
• 
period 
riven by Massachusetts is not comprehensive. 
Only four states give recommendations for the size of playgrounds, 
lamelyi Maine, a minimum of seven acres; Ohio, a minimum of five acres, 
sIub an additional acre for each one hundred pupils; Massachusetts, a mini 
HUB of three acres; and Hear York, two to four acres for two hundred to 
five hundred pupils* 
No state requires a gynnasium, but all states recoumend one when- 
.■ VI'' 
ever possible. Minimum standard dimensions established by Rhode Island 
'■ it C ,.  v: •• ■ • v jv'. r ■ . . . . .. 
for elementary schools are 40* x 60*, but 60* x 90* is desirable for 
8 
larger schools* ■ - 
Table VI 
Supplies and Equipment Recommended by Other 
t 
States 
» . 
Gypiasium and Playground Supplies States 
•* - •• «.7. •:} . . • Me* N.H. 
# 
Mass. 
* 
R.I. Ohio N.Y. 
Softballs X X X 4 4 per 
grade 
X 
Volleyballs 
and net 
• ■ ’i , X X X 
2 balls 
1 net 
4 per 
grade 
X 
Health balls X x . v 
Soccer balls 
... 
X X 
... . » ,»;* . X 2 
• • "v I f. 
4 per 
grade 
X 
Ball bats 
•*:' - > .. 
X X X 2 4 per 
grade 
X 
Long jump ropes X $ X 6(16') X X 
Short jump ropes X X X 6 X X 
Whistles X X X 
Ball inflators X X • ’%' X 
* 
X 
Indian clubs ? X X X X X 
Shuffleboard 
...s; 
X X X 
(8) Lee, Mabel, The Conduct of Physical Education, p* 132* 
f 
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Table VI (cont*d.) 
‘ '* * ' \ 
• . ; ^ * - • ■ ' :/ ...... -t - ‘ 
Gymnasium and Playground Supplies States 
; ,.. . y >;< : Me . N.H. 
- # 
Mass. 
* 
H.I. Ohio n.y. 
Commercial games: 
i.e., darts, 
quoits X 
■. Ij>. v . 
X X X 
Basketballs . 
1 
X X j 2 2 per 
grade 
X 
Phonograph 
records X X X X 
Percussion : 
instruments X X X 
Footballs 
• e v* 1 . • 5 
: :..= - • 
X X 4 per 
grade 
above 
grade 3 
X 
Horseshoes X X X 
" j 
Bean bags X X 
r i. : . ■ 
X X X X 
Small rubber balls x-.- 
J *1. 
X X 
• ' \ ; 
X X X 
Permanent Gymnasium Equipment States 
i* *1 V > 
■ :.’r: 
Me. N.H. ' 
# 
Mass. 
* 
R.I. Ohio N.y. 
Climbing ropes ■v ■ ■« ** X • p; •*** • : . . • i . • «c- • -■ • * J • *•; X 
Chinning bars ! ■x-p 1 
:*• >•••• •• • 
X 
i. • . >•“ •: .... j 
X 
Balance beam : * X-A-.: 
;* * 
r ; . 
X X 
Gym mats X X ^ X X ' X 
. » 
X 
Jump standards X X X X X 
Steel cabinet for 
game material X . v X 
X*. 1 X . X 
Phonograph X . X ,.x. X 
■B 
Table VI (cont * *d») 
Permanent Playground Equipment - States 
Me. H.H. 
# 
Mass. 
* 
R. I. •• Ohio N. Y. 
Sand bins * X 
l - 
X X 
Slides'. 
v ‘ *** • 
X X X 
■f ' -i 
X . 
Swings X 
t’ * 
X X X X 
Tetherball 
standard X X 
Jungle gym X X x X 
Teeter boards X X X ■ X 
Volleyball 
standards 
% 
s 
X X 2 (Indoor) X 
* \ --- 
; • ’ i. • rii." * * • V 
Areas-of--Activity Included — The areas of activity which each state 
~ .. .1 
includes in the physical education curriculum for primary and intermedi-^ 
ate grades respectively* as shown in Table VII* fall into six groups* 
four main areas being listed by all: 
Primary 
1 Mimetics; play stories 
2 Rhythmics; singing games 
3 Athletic skill and games 
Intermediate 
1 Rhythmic activity 
2 Stunts; self-testing 
3 Athletic games of low 
organization 
4 Group games; relays 4 Group games; relays.. 
The percentages given by Maine and Ohio in Table VII indicate the amount 
§ New Hampshire: list taken from pamphlet "Physical Education for 
Children of Elementary School Age." 
* Massachusetts: list not comprehensive. 
Table VII 
Areas of Activity Included by Other States 
Areas for Grades I- •III 
. . 
- K A . *. 
• . * 
States 
>. •• : . 
Me. H.H. 
# 
vt. MaSS. R.I. Ohio m. N.Y. 
Mimetic8; play 
stories 
X 
10$ 
X X X X X 
5-15$ 
X X 
Rhythmics; sing¬ 
ing games 
CO
 
X X X X X 
30$ 
X 
•• ' ... 
X 
Athletic skills 
and games 
X 
10$ 
,.X X X x , X 
5-15$ X 
X 
Group games and 
i relays 
X 
40$ 
X X X X X 
40$ 
X X 
Stunts; self-test¬ 
ing; tumbling 
X 
10$ 
X X , \ X X f X 10$ 
X X 
- ' ; v . •. a. *• . - • T • 
Posture; correc- 
. tives; condition¬ 
ing exercises . 
X 
Gr. 3 
X 
Gr, 3 
•: A. - V-I’ 
7 '. .. >•. 
X 
* .** 'i 
Rhythms; dancing; 
marching V-, ■- v 
X X X 
. •• •***' 
X 
\ • ■ **. 
X 
\ . -V; . ; • 
X 
20$ 
a •♦'2' ' 
X X 
Stunts; self-test¬ 
ing; tumbling •• 
X ... X X / V-. X X X 
25$ 
X X 
Athletic taam games 
of low organization 
X 
;• a; v '•>; v 
X X X X X 
(Games 
4$ 
X 
• 
■ 1 . , 
X 
' *>• .. - '"a 
Group games; relays 
.■ ;.v 
X ; X ■ X.. X X X 
(Relays 
10$) 
x X 
Posture; correctives; 
conditioning exer¬ 
cises - •■■■• vfe— 
XX x 
(Gr. 4*5 for 
relaxation) 
X 
Leading; officiating 
jjj Taken from Athletic Institute, "Physical Education for Children of 
Elementary School Age.” 
of time to be allotted to each area. Although the other states do not 
specify the amount of time, each state requires that all areas be in- 
• . » . 
eluded. 'With the exception of Illinois which states that all types of 
activity should be included in each week's program, the other states 
* % . * ’ ** • 
affirm that it is desirable to plan the program, using seasonal acti¬ 
vities. 
Procedures for Planning and Teaching — Typical of all states in 
regard to planning the program is the statement by Ohio that in most 
elementary schools "the classroom teacher will find it necessary to 
assume the major responsibility for planning and conducting the physi- 
. .* . ° s- ■ • . •• 
. • • . • • « *.• . • • 
9 
cal education program for her own group”. Furthermore, the states 
advise that physical education activities should be planned in advance 
as thoroughly as any other phase of the elementary program. To serve 
t k . l • * ' v. •• • . • • 
as guides, most of the states include specific steps for planning the 
physical education .program and for desirable teaching methods. The 
procedures for planning the program, although expressed differently by 
the various states, may be resolved into three basic steps: 
1 Determine the physical, social and emotional needs or char¬ 
acteristics of the pupils 
2 On the basis of these needs, establish goals or objectives in 
physical education to meet these needs 
3 Select activiies which will best achieve these aims or goals, 
permitting a progressive, continuous, but flexible program. 
The suggested procedure for good teaching techniques may be similarly 
resolved into basic steps: 
1 Plan lesson carefully, in advancer specific objectives, acti- 
vities, equipment, procedures 
(9) State Department of Education, Ohio, op. cit., p. 9. 
2 Know the activity or game 
3 Give directions clearly and quickly, organizing groups which will 
permit maximum participation by all 
• . * • ’ . . + j 
4 Have materials ready in advance 
5 Provide for health and safety 
6 Use pupil leadership 
7 Evaluate lesson. ~ 
To further aid the teachers, most of the states also include sample 
lesson plans, sample lists of characteristics of children at the various 
age levels and references for further reading and. research. 
In schools where there are part-time physical education instructors 
or supervisors, valuable assistance can be given classroom teachers 
through cooperative effort and planning. 
Summary of the Survey — The results of the survey of the physi¬ 
cal education program of the eastern states are outlined briefly below 
to indicate the high lights of the composite program. 
I Aims of physical education 
A Primary :':K 
1 Physical development 
2 Social efficiency 
B Secondary 
1 Carry-over to adulthood 
a Participation in more skilled activities 
b Wise use of leisure 
2 Relaxation 
37- 
3 Health habits 
4 Posture and correctives 
II Time devoted to physical education 
A Daily period 
1 Primary grades (1-3) 
a Shorter period (15 minutes) 
b Morning and afternoon; unscheduled 
2 Intermediate grades (4-6) 
a Longer period (25 minutes) 
b Set schedule 
B In addition to recess and noon hour 
III Equipment 
A Facilities 
1 Playground 
a 3-4 acres 
b Accessible; safe 
2 Gymnasium 
a Desirable to have, if possible 
b Designed to meet pupil needs 
B Minimum supplies 
1 Softballs; bats 
2' Volleyballs; net 
3 Soccer balls 
4 Long1and:short jump ropes 
5 Indian clubs 
•38 
6 Basketballs 
7 Phonograph records 
8 Footballs 
9 Bean bags 
10 Small hand balls ' ■ 
C Minimum permanent playground and gymnasium equipment 
I .... 
1 Climbing apparatus 
2 Mats ;; 
•3 Storage space 
4 Jump standards 
5 Phonograph 
6 Sand bins 
7 Slides 
8 Swings 
9 Teeter boards 
10 Volleyball standards 
11 Basketball backboards; baskets 
D, Health and safety foremost 
IV Procedure 
A Teacher: classroom or specialist 
WW - ‘ ‘ • fc <' f * 
K -;V •. 
1 Interested; understanding 
- > > 2 Capable leader; willing worker 
B Program 
■ ■ ■ :-’l : Plaimed ia advance 
2 Designed to meet pupil needs 
3 Wide in scope; balanced; flexible 
4 Challenging; progressive 
C Organization 
1 Maximum group participation 
2 Pupil leadership 
3 Safety 
4 Evaluative 
. . 
D Methods 
1 Demonstration or explanation 
2 Establishment of goals for individual differences 
3 Development of skills 
4 Testing; evaluation 
The following generalizations summarize the survey of the physi¬ 
cal education program as outlined by the seven eastern states and will 
serve as the basis for reconmendations to develop the physical education 
program for the Cassadaga Valley Central School system: 
1 The aims and objectives of the physical education program are 
to provide activities which will best meet the needs of the 
students. 
2 The time devoted to physical education shall be regulated by 
the needs of the students, pursuant to the dictates of the 
state law. 
• • * .... 
3 Adequate facilities, sufficient supplies and equipment, eare- 
fuily selected with regard for health and safety, are the tools 
of the program* 
4 Advance planning, sound organization, skilled leadership, fol¬ 
lowed by careful evaluation are determiners for success in 
achieving the aims of the program* 
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Study of the eight state elementary school physical education .gS 
# e* *• ..jf*. ^ 
grams confirms that physical educaticn has a definite place in education;; " 
The genersa *im8 and objectives outlined by the states indicate the 
specific contributions that physical education is to make. The signifl - 
ficance of time, facilities, curriculum planning, and leadership in ft 
determining the success of the physical educaticn program is clearly ISIS:®i 
* --v >; 
Ct+ 0*f .'3ST*~. *• .v’g« uXaX fO . 
• ■ c. 
Tile potential for a progressive, well-balanced, and purposeful rfplSSl 
• - a- 
elementary scnool physical education program is high in the local ey^i^ft 
because the program has the support of the principal, as evidenced by,:v 
the.request for "The Problem”; because the teachers have t 
of a physical education instructor; because the schools have both pla^T'l>':M-:f 
grounds and. gymnasiums; and because equipment and supplies# althoi 
financial support is net limitless, will be purchased. To achieve 
s^«m8BKsw 
standards established by New York and supported by the policies of 
other seven states, certain recommendations are made as fundamental to 
. .. i 
...... •W'lw• v: & 
the success of the proposed program. Whenever possible, the recommei^ia-f' 
v. , 
tions are general, applying to all four schools. Since some problems; .. 
**V v.Av . 
•|r\^4Svl!>'.>-• •; 
affecting the program are not common to all schools, it hge been neces^'f : 
.. -yg” 
sary in such cases to make specific reference to the individual school. , 
To facilitate identif ication of each recommendation, a basic statement', . ’ 
is indicated by a number preceding it. Following each recommendation#;: v - 
1 • - • • - -~J ‘ - 
fuller explanation is made, when necessary, of the reason for the re^||£ ; 'i , 
' 'V' ■ :v ' . • - 
'sSfo&XZ' * 
. _ - - . 
& '• •;* -i-'- • 
■' . " • • 
. it:*. 
mendations and the suggested procedure for carrying it out. 
Preliminary Meeting of Classroom Teachers and Physical Education 
Instructor—(1) A Meeting should be held, as early as possible in 
the fall, of the elementary teachers and the physical education instruc¬ 
tor to discuss pupil needs, determine objectives, establish goals, and 
plan the physical education program. The classroom teachers need to 
understand the philosophy of physical education, and the physical edu¬ 
cation instructor needs to recognize and understand the problems of the 
elementary teachers. Until the classroom teacher does understand the 
place and the contributions of physical education in the over-all edu¬ 
cational program, time devoted to physical education is apt to be spent 
begrudgingly, planning is apt to be haphazard, and desired outcomes, 
meeting pupil needs, may be jeopardized. Similarly, until the physical 
education specialist acknowledges the problems of the grade school 
teachers and offers any help that can be given, rather than increasing 
the number of problems, the cooperation of the classroom teachers cannot - 
be secured. To promote understanding, a meeting of both classroom teachers 
and physical education instructor should be held to discuss the aims and 
objectives of physical education. Ideally, several meetings should be 
held, keeping the groups small, preferably teachers of the same grade 
level meeting at the same time* Cooperative planning (scheduling classes, 
* .» 
determining pupil needs, establishing goals, selecting purposeful acti¬ 
vities, choosing methods for organization and presentation, evaluating 
outcomes) is the .keynote for the development of the successful program. 
Time Devoted to Physical Education — (2) A consistent policy 
should be established in all four schools of two fifteen-minute periods 
-43- 
of physical education daily for grades one through three, and one twenty- 
five minute period daily for grades four through six on days when special 
instruction is not given by the physical educator. Whenever possible, 
the periods for grades one through three, rather than being scheduled at 
a set time, should be introduced when the teacher feels that the children 
need a break from regular classroom procedure. The period for grades 
four through six, however, should be scheduled to avoid conflict with 
the other classes in terms of use of facilities and equipment, (3) The 
length of the period for instruction by the physical education teacher 
should be reduced for grades one and two from the present forty minutes 
to twenty minutes, inasmuch as children of that age tire easily,  
(4) Referring specifically to School A, it is suggested that girls and 
boys in grades five and six be taught separately by the physical educa¬ 
tion instructor one day a week and combined by grade the other day in 
the week. Cooperation with the classroom teacher is expedient and con¬ 
sideration for the,other phases of the education program, which must not 
be neglected, is advisable. 
Improvement of Available Facilities — The local school system is 
extremely fortunate in that all four elementary schools have both play¬ 
grounds and gymnasiums. However, to safeguard health and to protect 
pupils from injury, certain Improvements at the individual schools are 
, * * ’ ’ ■ . * * .•*’ ' ••*’** *"* *"*•'/* 
recommended. (5) In School A, from the standpoint of safety and maximum 
utilization of play area, the playground should be bulldozed, leveling 
the area, and seeded. (6) In the gymnasium of School A, the stage plat¬ 
forms should be stored elsewhere or protective covering should be placed 
over them; possibly the different sections could be placed on end along 
the side vail, but protective covering would still be essential. (7) In 
* r . ■ »f. . j 
School B, when weather conditions prevent outdoor activity, regardless of 
the time and inconvenience, all chairs and tables must be heinbVed from the 
gymnasium flootv The play area in the gymnasium (22'x40') is below mini- - 
mum standards, hence safety and use of the total space is particularly 
important. (8) In School B, provision for piano lessons to be given 
elsewhere should be arranged, especially during the winter months. From 
the standpoint of utilization and benefiting as many students as possi¬ 
ble, the scheduling of one pupil at a time in the gymnasium is not justi¬ 
fied. Piano lessons for children who live in the town should be given 
after school. If other lessons cannot be scheduled early in the morning 
or afternoon so as not to conflict with physical education classes, the 
piano should be moved to another room or lessons be given in another 
building. (9) In School C, the piano, unless being used in the physical 
education class, should always be moved to the side, and if strenuous 
•—< .. t 
activity is to be given in the gymnasium, protective covering should be 
placed on sharp corners of the cafeteria tables and piano. The 
lighting in School C should be improved by adding bulbs of higher wattage 
or by replacing the present lighting system with fluorescent lights. 
(11) In School D, during strenuous activity in the gymnasium, protective 
covering Bhould be placed over the wall ventilator which extends onto the 
play space. (12) The playground for School D should be leveled and 
developed, ready for use by the beginning of the next school year. 
(13) Methods of improving the Ventilation in Schools A, B and C should 
be provided. Inasmuch as School C already has a ventilating system in¬ 
stalled, it should be checked to determine why it is not functioning pro- 
perly. Arrangements should be made to open windows and door6 leading to 
• . . '■ •*. • •• • 
the gymnasiums of Schools A and B between physical education classes*, 
or ventilation systems should be installed, 
■ Purchase of Equipment and Supplies — (14) In Table VIII the re¬ 
commended equipment and supplies that should be purchased for each 
school is itemized. The basis for the items included is the survey of 
the six states which listed equipment and supplies; items included by 
at least four of the six states are reeonmended. The bases for deter¬ 
mining the number of items needed by the indivdual schools are* total 
school enrollment*-number of specific items already on hand, average 
size of the physical education classes* and minimum number of items 
which will still permit adequate group participation. (Classes range 
from twenty to forty students. Above grade four* classes are often 
organized into squads of eight to ten children. For practice in skills* 
the minimum of one ball per squad should be provided.*^) Supplies used 
by grades one through three should be stored in the individual classrooms. 
Supplies for grades four through six should be stored in a central loca¬ 
tion, preferably in a steel cabinet, in or adjacent to the gymnasium. If 
at all possible* each room should have two softballs, two volleyballs, 
two basketballs, two bats, and two jumping ropes, which may be supple- 
mented by supplies from the general supply cabinet. The recommended list 
in Table VIII does not provide for equipment in each room, but it is ad¬ 
vised that supplies be increased each year until such an arrangement is 
possible. 
h| OMCeefe and Fahey* Education through Physical Activities, p, 44, 
Ibid, p. 45. 
Table VIII 
Equipment and Supplies to Be Purchased 
' "• V . i. V 
Playground Equipment 
' V V . •••• •• ■/ ■. V: • •• 
Schools 
A B C D 
Sand bins 1 
Jungle gym 1111 
Gym set 1 
— 
Gymnasium Equipment 
*• • ■, t 
• » • e ••••■.• 
Schools 
A B c D 
Mats (5* x 7') 2 • 2 3 2 
Phonograph 
. ' =' > •- “V i - 
• 
1 
Balance boards * 2 2 2 
' 
2 
\ 
Jump standards * 2 2 s„. . 2 
Volleyball standards 
■ 2 - 
2 2 2 
Ball inflator 1 1 1 1 
Basketballs 2 1 3 2 
Footballs -2/ 2 2 
Soccer balls „ . . >, . 
■ ■ .. . 0 
2 2 2 3 
Softballs 8 4 10 8 
Bats 
.<*. ...... ... i i, *. • y •!.%«? * 2 6 ' 9... 
Volleyballs 3 2 3 2 
Indian clubs - 6 12 12 12 
Jump ropes * 
/. * • " • : ” i" . . *■'* 
6 (2 long) 4 (1 long) 6 (2 long) 4 (1 lon^ 
Bean bags * ' ■ 4' ■ ' 4 4 4 
Volleyball net 1 1 
* May be homemade 
Equipment kept in classrooms should be marked by paint or some 
similar method to indicate ownership. Responsibility for checking equip 
ment daily to prevent loss can be assigned to a student. 
In Schools B and D where gymnasium facilities are limited, outdoor 
volleyball standards and basketball backboards should be provided. Vol¬ 
leyball standards may be homemade by using 4"x4" or 6Mx6" posts, ll£» 
long, placing them 2^-f in the ground in concrete. 
Balance boards and jump standards can be homemade.3 4 
Although the piano is the ideal accompaniment for rhythmic acti- 
» ' r . i 
■ - ... 
vities, since few teachers in the local system can play the piano, phono¬ 
graph and records must be substituted. (15) To build a library of such 
..... * • * . ■ - 
• - 
records, it is recommended that Educational Services, RCA Victor, Camden, 
New Jersey be contacted and an investigation of the MRCA Basic Record 
■ \ , ; C- , . ■•; . 
Library for Elementary Schools (Rhythms, Folk Dances and Singing Games)** 
be made. (16) The purchase of the following albums is recommended: 
Evans, Ruth, Childhood Rhythm Records 
': Ruth Evans 
326 Forest Park Avenue 
Springfield, Massachusetts 
Burns, Joseph V., Folk Dance Records* Album II and Album B 
Joseph V. Bums . 
573 Connecticut Avenue 
Bridgeport 7, Connecticut 
If financial costs make it impossible to purchase records for each 
« . . ; ’* ' . ■ ' » 
school, rotation of records between schools, when requested, should be 
arranged. (17) In regard to rhythmic activities in School B where there 
(3) Jack, Harold K., Physical Education for Small Elementary Schools 
1941, p. 28. 
(4) State Department of Education, Maine, op. cit., p. 86. 
is opposition to dancing, rhythmic activities with oercussion instru- V > , , 
■ ■ : . • 
ments could be substituted, and a greater amount of time could be de- 
Tt* *'■ W- r''-' ►-»* -v. -V ... . 
voted to marching to music. Folk and square dancing should not be' eli|i,1;'.'?':'r:.' 
. ■ • • . • • * . . . • - *• - . 
minated from the program, but care should be taken not to over-emphasise?- 
the area. (18) For greater protection on playground apparatus (gym 
> . ... • • ‘ ' • \ ' 
sets, swings, jungle gyms, slides, teeter boards) the ground belov each 
piece of equipment could be kept loosened and covered by a layer of saw- 
dust or shavings. 
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Planning and Leading the Physical Education Pro&ram — As lias al-i-;/ 
' ..V V 
ready been stated, planning the local elementary school physical educa- 
. * * * ' _ * t' ■ ~}j-:~ - f N. 
tion program should be done by both the classroom teachers and the ph$si~ . \> 
cal education instructor. Much of the daily lesson planning, however*- .v 
must be done by th6 classroom teacher alone. (19) Activities should be 
" . . r. . • . 
* . . , 1 
mt: 
. r * 
?$•:; ..r 
1 A,- 
>v 
'; • .' ■ ■ 
' V - - 
selected to meet objectives determined by pupil needs. (20) Planning ^ 
. ■ . ■ 
should be done in advance, and care be taken that the program be 
balanced, activities being selected from the following areas: r 
activities, small group games, relays, stunts and self-testing, 
and conditioning exercises (grades 4-6), and athletic games of lov; 
zation., (21) A recommended sample lesson plan is outlined below: 
.*.*• -v>- ’ ‘ 
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Sample Lesson Plan 
Name of activity: 
Purpose or objective: 
Formation: 
Brief description of activity: 
Evaluation: 
■ 
i ■ 
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Equipment: > ., 
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f22). Recommendations regarding leading the, activity are: 
•^-7 
Know the-activity;explain it carefully 
• • .• • ...• ; - v - .-:YY:::.477 
Organize groups in the classroom, before going exit side 
A.v, 
./ 'A v.*.* 
. y.•• 
ftM f|ri - |4§ % M !-A-; w £ 
;e lesson with other subjects when possible 
Have equipment ready in advance 
Use pupil leadership 
* '• ... ' -, *3 ■ - ■. v ■. . , .. 
Be sure all students have equal opportunity to participate. 
(23) To aid the teachers in selecting activities, purchase of the fol- 
lowing books is recommended, copies of each to be placed in each of the 
— - — — 
four elementary school buildings: 
*% -■ " ;;'v '.7 > | ' • ■■ ' .■ '■ Y ' . _ ■ . . ' V f.' vYy 
.< Bauer-Reed, Dance and Play Activities for the Elementary Grades, 
is One and Two, Chartwell House, Inc., New York, 1951. 
* * •' .*•>• - *, £ :r-: * rv ’ « / 4::i' •S.v/y-*'. 
• \ t s ■- . * ‘•v • ■ .. •• r*- -y. • 
’ • . : ■ v • • VA'» 
O’Keefe.and Fahey, Education through Physical Activities, The 
C*'Ti.:iiosby Company,. St’. Xouisv, 1949. 
• • . • 
(24;.^ General policies of safety with regard to activities in the gym¬ 
nasium and on the playground, as well as play on any piece of equipment 
or aoparatus, should be agreed upon and adopted by all teachers within 
i ; ■ ■ . . ■ - 'v'. :r.:- :'r- 
the same school, if not the entire school system, insuring consistency 
and further safeguarding the welfare of the youngsters* 
Summary — The many recommendations made for the local school sys- 
tern are designed to improve the program, serve as a basis for the pro¬ 
posed program, protect the health and safety of the children, aid the 
teachers, and coordinate the program of physical education in'all-four 
schools. It -is to be noted,,that, meeting all of the recommendations does, 
notguarantee perfectibn,but will serve as a guide toward attaining maxi- 
' ^ ^ . v ; 'y ft ; - 
mum fulfillment of aims and objectives of physical education. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PROGRESSIVE PROGRAM OF EIEMENTARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SrV. 
Introduction — The proposed program outlined on the following 
■ ■ ■ - . 
pages is intended to serve as an aid and a guide to the elementary 
: • • ' a" • v> ’ 
teachers in the local system. The areas of activity which are included lh- 
i"::-'-' wii; 
m i •- 
ill insure a well-rounded and balanced program, geared to the needs 
y ■ ' X>.. 
and abilities of children at the various grade levels, as determined by 
• ■*?*' ** - 't* *■»:; • - . ■ • - v. * . 
the survey of the eight state physical education programs and as advo- 
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ca,ted by authors of physical education activities, whose books have been 
.:%*/ *j‘ ’ 1 * • # • , 
Te:eoramended by the states. 
Preceding the suggested program for each grade are lists of char- 
acteristics of typical children of that grade"^ and the specific objec¬ 
tives of physical education to meet the needs expressed by the char- 
vy 
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acteristics. Lists of social, physical and mental traits were given to 
•bl¬ 
each of the local teachers at the same time that conferences were held 
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fc>V:.V:• 
with them regarding .the present program as discussed in Chapter III. 
The teachers were asked to check the list of the grade level which they 
teach to determine whether the characteristics are typical of local 
? students. 
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To keep the program as flexible as possible, minimum requirements ; 
• ' • • .. 
PI 
■ Ky 
■ ' ;; 
for each grade in terms of areas of activity are listed , but 
m-: 
(1) State Department of Education, A Handbook for Teachers of 
cal Education in the Elementary Grades. Ohio, 1951, pp. 13-15; AthletipfM 
ip Institute, A Report of the National Conf erence of Physical Education for" 
Children of Elementary School Age, pp. 13-16; 0*Keefe and Fahey, Education 
through Physical Activities, pp. 22-25. 
(2) Hinman. Strong. Physical Education in the Elementary Grades*- 
pp. 57-58. 
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©f items within each area is the choice of the classroom teachers ag she M 
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hare :been 'grouped> ©hr ono logically ifcy alhth • in^ascend- ,; ■ 
ing order rot ^difficulty of performance.; :As micfc .<ae spossiblef :ibe^ct ivi« 
ties listed1 i«r«. selected :from the books recommended, 
chapter, for purchase and placement in each school* Inasmuch as several 
.... •• ^ 
• ‘ ■ ■ . • ' ■ • • 
also been chosen from other rbooks, it v is ^desirable'that 
-beiadded as soon as possible to -each school-library* h 
--r 
- v.>:i vrl 
. rclarify the :four groups of activities for grades one through 
.. . . _ ' • ■ r-. , • ./ 1 
threejyanbrief explanation of each area is ^included, -v: ir. ^ ii’li; 
• . . : . ' . . ? I • .• V v . ajpafia 
;• v. r,/-. : 
dramatic games are imitations?of activities or 
incidents seen vor leacperiencecL; they .may beoised to learn or -to* eipe2?i-if 
, . . ' ' • ' - • 
enceVsninethiiig -pe-w'. ’i. The'-purpdse ’jof this itjrpe of activityviis to vgive 
vigorous Q^erciB e,i! develdp (fcamatic mbility and 
sion.i ~ 
■ ‘ P 
' ' ■ , ’ \VVY . .?*: 
*v'-» *: 
:V. ^-v: 
as throwing,: running,:'junking, '■■..rH'k 
to the .children may ;ba made • 
•., j ;.*•; *. . . r v -jr 
into a stcry plhy,2rJBiett«veri:po»sible, stories should be used to ^fit*^ r 
.ia 
'.r-iu 
the season ;or; apecistlndccasisn.; teachers can: make ^ thei^ ewn gaaesv 
.is Singing ^gsjoaa include traditional song- plays and ‘dramatizations >’ 
nursery riaes ^and stories* Jfost. ringing, games, although not ias-satisi 
factory, .xB&yj/be' placed, w^thdat ;#ueical' accompaniment by teaching the 
childreifc$h%fl&^ them sinj^. the verses as the motions 
are * 
i * \\\Tf '\-x 
• " . . ■ S\ ■
■L iiB^hmtea* fitip m 
: ■; j' i ' ' V'■. * ; .... ; 
rhythms, feeing ^lhing,5. shippihgi running, jumping and 
mics may also be--indtative'-of realities such as animals and people, or 
r. : ^ 
i; -.'a*:;- 
-V.' .V-; 
'• -V- ••• t ft .•v. -, 
. v-'i -v-' .r->y -4 v: v 
Uui 
of imaginative creatures such as dwarfs and fairies. The records of 
Ruth Evans, recommended in Chapter V, are excellent for this type of 
activity. Rhythmics may also he performed to the beating of a drjio 
or sixnilarvpercnssioh instrument; heating two rulers could be used. 
Folk dances or 'games are -isddiei;expressions of people of other 
lands, 
All thi*ee types of rhythmic ...activity are ideal for ii^imum. group 
participation. Each type also offers opportunity for correlation with f- 
related classroom studies. 
Games fox* grades one through three are very simple in nature, re- 
quiring little equipment and very simple formations. They are concerned 
with fundamental skills which children need later for intermediate games 
and athletics of low organization. Children should be encouraged to 
choose and lead games; all should be given an opportunity to lead. . 
v * » . . , . 
Stunts and self-testing activities do not receive much emphasis in; 
the lower grades, especially in grades one and two, but stunts requir¬ 
ing a few simple coordinations may be introduced. Play on playground 
and gymnasium equipment is one phase of the area, especially of Value 
in teaching safety fundamentals. Any goals set from the standpoint of 
self-testing should apply to individuals as much as possible rather 
than to accomplishment by the whole group, 
y,;.T A new activity should be introduced while there is stiH high; ;; 
interest in the present one. For any week's program, one or two new 
activities should be given, the remainder of the class time may be 
given over to review and to pupil choice of play. 
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Descriptions of suggested games and activities may be found in 
the following books* 
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Bauer-Reed, Dance and Play Activities 
Grades, Volume I (Grades 1-3) 
Same as above, Volume II (Grade 4-6) 
O’Keefe and Fahey, Education through Physical Activities 
4. Neilson and Van Hagen, Physical Education for Elementary 
Schools 
5, Hinman, Physical Education in the Elementary Grades 
6, New York State Syllabus of Elementary Physical Education 
7, LaSalle, Rhythms and Dances for Elementary Schools 
. 
SfflPS, 
aor* developed than these ef 
W•«“ .**»*■ PWPortio. W WS 
Social 
S Show little fear in playing 
stunt* ' ' 
apparatus and 
groups to site large group 
Do not lose willingly 
S £ik* to imitate and dnurati** 
1 To increase basic 
. V ’ ••*• -'.Jl •7<'VJ w? fr*; ■ ' ’.A ! coordination’and accuracy. 
large robber balls, c 
GRADE I 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION (cont'd.) 
V>,-- 
;*'vv 
: ■ : • 
To acquire a fundamental sense of rhythm; to respond to music, 
recognizing such changes as from heaviness to lightness of 
movement; to make up movements and expressions of their own 
as suggested by the music 
To develop group consciousness; to teach unselfishness, learning 
to play and sharing with others 
- • 
«,.v 
w<L. 
% f 
4 
5 
To develop an interest in new games 
To learn to form simple group patterns for games and physical 
education activities, following simple directions 
To furnish ample opportunity for all to participate; to give 
opportunity for individual achievement and success, 
■yty- 
-sfr 
. ■ '•. T 
■ K 
MINIMUM ESSENTIALS FOR ONE SEMESTER' 
10 play or dramatic stories (mimetics) 
9 singing and folk games (rhythmics) 
15 group games; relays 
5 stunt&j._.s.elf-testing activities 
September 
SUGGESTED PLAY AND DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES 
October 
Farm Animals (1) 
A Day in the Country (1) 
.. Washing and Ironing (5) 
Playing in the Leaves (1) 
Autumn in the Woods (4) 
Hallowe'en (5) 
November December 
^ Nutting (4) 
How Animals Get Ready for Winter 
(4) 
Preparing for Thanksgiving (4) 
Christmas Snowflakes (1) 
Tin Soldiers (1) 
Play in the Snow (4) 
Dear Old Santa (4) 
Christmas Tree (4) 
Christmas Toys (4) 
(3.) Hinman, op* cit. p, 57 
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GRADE I 
SUGGESTED PLAY AND DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES (cont'd.) 
January February 
Jack Frost (1) 
Pop Corn (1) 
Snow Fort (4) 
The Snowmen (4) 
Skating (4) 
Washington's Cherry Tree (4) 
March April 
March Winds (4) 
Playing in the Wind (4) 
The Wind (6) 
Follow the Leader (1) 
Building a House (1) 
:une 
Baby Birds (1) 
Birds Learning to Fly (4) 
May Queen (4) 
Making a Garden (5) 
Going Wading (1) 
Butterflies (1) 
Circus Clowns (1) 
At the Beach (4) 
Additional Suggestions: 
At the Airport (1.) 
Rubber Bands (1) 
Rocking Horse (1) 
Toad Hop (1) 
Grandfather's Clock (1) 
Kerry Sailors (1) 
Old Xing Cole (1) 
At the Zoo (1) 
The Sleeping: princess (4) 
Circus (4) 
Cutting the Grass (4) 
Brownies (4) (6) 
Firemen (4) 
Cowboys (4) 
The Toy Shop (4) (6) 
RHYTHMIC AND SINGING AND FOLK GAMES 
•entember October 
Baa> Baa> Black Sheep (1) (5) 
Bowing Dance (1) 
Rockabye Baby (1) (V) 
.. ^ _ _L trr— TT. / £ ^ 
Come Little laves (1) 
Getting Ready for School-(1) 
Skipping (6) 
Running (6) 
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RHYTHMIC AND 
November 
.{GL.’G AND FQLtC GALLS (c<}nt *d. ) 
December 
■ .’ W '.. 
•' % 
Come Ship with Me (I) 
Dance of Greeting (1) (3) (5) 
Shoemaker's Danes (1) (4) (6) 
Swinging (6) 
Jumping (6) 
Statves (7) 
(6) 
»*• V r> ••-• 
■ 
i 'T.*• , . ■ 
"C1' &- ■ i- W * \ 
0 anuary 
.liippity. Hop (1) 
Looby Loo (1) (4) (5) (7) 
»e?ve Cot Rhythm, (1) 
French Doll (4) 
Skating (6) 
March 
Hickory, Dickory Dock (1) 
Little Hiss Muffet (1)' 
How Do You Do, lily Partner (1) 
(4) (5) ~ 
Flying (6) 
I Should Like to Go to Shetland 
(6) 
Rabbit in the Hollow (7) 
This Is the Way the lady Rides 
(V) 
I See You (1) (5) 
Our Exercises (1) 
Sing a Song of Sixpence (1J (6) 
Ducks (4) 
London Town (6) 
Atisket, Atasket (7) 
.‘.he Gay Musician (1) (6) 
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star (I) 0r;0 
Here We Go 'round the Christmas Tree . 
(1) 
Ilephant (1} (3) (6) 
Jails (3) Bouncing Si 
The Music Bex (7) 
February 
.. C:r\\ 
i 
%k$ ■ 
- ' • — 
Chimes of Dunkirk (1) (5) (6) (7) 
Gecrgie Porgie (1) 
Swinging in a Swing (1) 
Rocking Kcrse (3) (6) 
Happy and Light of Heart (3) 
Steps (7) 
London Bridge (7) 
r 
m $ 
§§sl£ P: 
April 
(i) Jack and Jill 
The Muffin Man (1) (7) 
Two Little Blackbirds (1) 
The Farmer in the Dell (4) (7) 
High Stepping Horse (6} 
Five Little Chickadees (6) 
V -. .. 
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1 
=••• • 
tjune yJV.f Mi 
'Round We Go (1) 
Skipping Dance (1) 
Three Blind Mice (1) 
The Camel (4) 
Galloping Horse (6) 
Turn Around Me (5) 
Sally Go 'Round (.7) 
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Brownies and Fairies (1) (4) 
Stop and Start (1) 
Tag (1) 
Wood Tag (1) 
November 
Ringmaster (1) 
Magic Carpet (1) 
Huntsman (4) 
January 
September 
May 
Run and Stop (1) (4) 
Chase the Animal Around the 
Circle (1) (3) (4) 
Bean Bag Basket Relay (1) 
Railroad Train 44) 
Hide the Thimble (5) 
March 
Hide Something (1) 
Squirrel in a Tree (1) (4) 
Puss in the Circle (1) 
Magic Carpet (4) 
Bunny Tap (3) 
Hoop Game (5) 
£ Sav; (1) (5) 
Jack Be Nimble (1) (4) 
Leader and Class (4) 
Skip Tag (4) \ 
Traffic Policeman (3) 
GRADE I 
GAMES 
October 
December 
(4) Cat and Mice (1) 
The Hunter (1) 
Run, Rabbit, Run (1) 
Old Grannie Tippie Toe (3) 
February 
Railroad Train (1) 
Squirrel and the Nut (1) 
Teacher Ball (1) 
Crossing the Brook (4) 
April 
Red Rover (1) 
Run for Your Supper (1) 
Hang Tag (1) 
What Time Is It? (3) 
Circle Bell (5) 
June 
(1) 
(i) 
Animal Chase 
Come with Me 
Shadow Tag (1) 
What to Play (4) 
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Charlie over the Water (1) 
Tap Jack (1) 
Line Tag (1) 
Little Brown Bear (3) 
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GRADE I 
STT.^TS AND SELF-TESTING ACTIVITIES 
September 
V Cat Walk (5) 
Elephant Stend (3) (5) 
Throwing end Catching Bell 
(8”-10” ball) 
October 
Deep Curtsey (5) 
I ■ 
r, 
November 
Buck Waddle (4) (5) 
December 
Elephant Walk (3) (5) 
January 
•s* 
February 
Forward Roll (6) 
x ;-' 
March 
;:ia\ 
Begin Jumping Rope (3) 
y . * 
April 
■ - 1 
Try hanging from horizontal ladder 
or bar 
June 
Review 
:-v 
Physical 
*;• • • ’ • 
f: 
1 Slow regular growth in height end weight 
TV*. 
I 
Still, very active, but less impulsive and noisy than first graders :■ 
mm 
Graceful and poised body movements 
Improvement in catching, throwing, dodging, running and kick¬ 
ing over first graders 
m ■ tv.;-.. 
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l ? 
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• T: 
Social 
GRADE II 
CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd.) 
V . >; ' *••■«•" "Si* r. vV:<cy' • . 
' C" of_ten ple-y with one particular friend 
‘V v ■ .• ••’ ' : • ' . : ' • ■' '• 
&■?' ■i'Vvn «- * 
' • if# Luch £rouP °ore billing to take turns 
|V . v3 Like to have teacher participate with the group 
4 &ore interested in the activity than in the results; little 
organization in unsupervised pia’" 
• •. ‘V. * * 
.«f ■ 
• V- 5 Sorae curious about the opposite sex, but 
— rK P-a3r together and usually interested in 
boys and girls still 
same activities 
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. v . • 
Better able to work and. play by themselves 
a new game or to short period of inactivity 
Still like to dramatize and imitate, but begi 
realism and do less pretending 
V, 
'4:' 
ABiS AND OBJECTIVES ZT PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
1 To improve ability to follor directions 
2 To develop more control in movement; muscular tone 
3 To continue to develop group consciousness 
4 To encourage kindness to one another; to strive to increase 
emotional stability 
1 
VK* 
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•• ■«* S 
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ft, -V- 
ZRV- * ,-f.* W- 5 To develop social efficiency: self-reliance; courage; persever-• 
ance; self-control 
Er;-:'- 
t. 
IFV . 
6 To permit children to choose an activity occasionally, and to 
lead it with aid of suggestions from teacher 
x ' 
■ rir. -,v‘> 
X 
. ye • 
mt: 7 To learn new patterns and game formation 
8 To develop simple ball handling skills 
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GRADE II 
V'v'V. J •• 
- J* 
MINIMUM 
5 story plays 
6 singing games 
4 folk games 
16 games 
5 stunts 
ra-MTiALS FOR ONE TT-S^ 
September 
In the Orchard (1) 
Returning to School (1) 
DRAMATIC PLAY 
October 
Baseball Game (1) 
■ ;• ■ 
. r-<f Bell Ringing (4) The Fire (4) 
jptfo •i.. •, • .Va A Visit to the Farm (5) Lumbering (4) 
m 
. ' - .V 
. V 
Autumn in the Woods (5) 
pi"; • i/ ‘;XCV November December 
■ N;>: ’ 
*• • • * •<%» 
• ' ■»».. * 
A Parade (1) Elevator (1) 
“JJ: •'. ; 
' V'-jf;'. Indians (1) (4) (5) Rag Doll (1) w- .'<». • 
* - • *.«*■ Automobiles (4) (5) The Toys' Jubilee (4.) 
W : • Thanksgiving (4) Sant Claus’ Visit (4) 
I;;'-- 
Pilgrims (4) Christmas Toys (5) 
!■ 
Kfc'' ‘.i'X' 
■j 
January February 
Ice Skating (1) 
Sliding on Ice (.1) 
In the Barn (4) 
Coasting with New Christmas 
Sled (4) 
Snowballing (4) 
Giant s (1) 
Valentine’s Day (1) (5 ) 
George Washington (4) 
Weather Vane (4) 
(4) Hinman,. op. cit.* p. 57.- 
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March 
GRADE II 
DRAMATIC PLAY (cont'd.) 
April 
Ringing the Liberty Bell (1) 
Hopalong Cassidy (1) 
Maple Sugar (4) 
Repairing Roads (4) 
The Laster Parade (1) 
Safety Patrolman (1) 
Newsboy (4) 
Cleaning Mouse (1) 
Toad Jump (4) 
Picking Spring Elov/ers (5) 
¥■ ■imr-mp 
m .:v 
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’• V- - 
On a Tight Rope (1) 
Seesaw (1) 
Farm Chores (4) 
Lodes of'Tra'vel (4) 
Making a Garden (4) 
At a square Dance (1) 
Gcin' Srimming' (1) 
A Day et the playground (4) 
September 
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RTTYTNMTC3, SINGING AMD FOLK GUMS 
October 
Good Morning (1) The King of France (1) 
Rig-Jig-Jig (1) Run and Mop fl) 
Oh, Tvhere Is Ly Little Dog (1) The Little Teapot (.1) 
Hippity Hop to the Berber Shop (5) Lads and Lassies (5) 
Shadows (7) Che Brownies Dance (7) 
Movember December 
Soldier Boy (1) • 
Thread Follows the Meecle (1) (7) Match Tie Stretch (1) 
"PpPp \ 
:PP -Pp 
ppppm. 
Mith Your Hands (1) 
Bears (3) 
The Elves (7) 
King of the Barbarees (7) 
Popcorn Magic (4) 
3rovni.es and Leaves (3) 
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GRADE II 
RKYTHLUCS, SINGING AND FOLIC GALES (cont’d.) 
‘ • * : . .. . '\f,'W -\.v • 
February 
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Children’s Polka 
Very Tall (1) (7) 
Here We Go ’Round 
Skip Annika (6) 
Trains (3) 
A-Hu nting We Will Go ( I) 
(6; (7) 
Did You Ever See a Lassie 
(7) 
Old Roger Is Dead (4) (?) 
3 lee ping Pea1 ■rty ( ,1'. / 
11 I $s 
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■?'s- - v. i (4; (6) mm 
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Clap B?.nce (6) 
The 'Tig-ht Rope Walker / rr ' 1' / 
■miff V ■ ■- ‘ 
:vi:. ■ ■. 
. • fi . A X 
• " . . . • • i * 
• If-..- : i ' ; ■' • 
I'arch Aoril 
Farandoie (1) (5) Carousel (1) (5) 
-v" ;!• 
• - Vi'_ . ;* ... . ■ 
. "i*- •' 
Jolly Is the Miller (1) (5) (6) ’Round and ’Round the Village n) 
Sandal Polka (1) Marusaki (4) * YWV::.. Rv • 'V. » 
•■4 •• •• w-1 
Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat (4) (5) Rabbits (3) 
Children's Polka (5) (6) On the Bridge of Avignon (7) 
' ' ■ . 
■'r:-4 ‘4 
':A.* ■ ■ .' ’ V 
Lay June 
,fv. 
' '■. y. . . .g 
Good Right, Lacies (1) Ten Little Indians (1) (5) ■ 1 
Oats, Peas, Beans (1) (4) (5) ■ There Was a Little Girl (1) >5^,' i ■ . 
s ■ .-cTY ■ u.-i 
The Gallant Ship 6) Swing Song (7) 
-i •»>: . 
Nuts in May (7) The Reman Soldiers (7) ' 
- -Y :!v-' 'V-'W 'v-Va 
Orangs Ribbons (7) 
'"t 
VA '■ -CL - ' -v. 3“ 
GAMES 
v’v 
:*»: ... . 
.■/%-"'■'■ ¥■ 
Sentember Ictober 
•* -rr- \v. ’■ • ‘, 
.ij . > ;■#? • 
r\ ■
% ■ .. 
Call Ball fl) Hill, Dill (1) (3) 
r-; 
. ■ ■ *<• •• •,»*. ► . 
. Sv 
"v>Y.>v -l:-.:.' 
Posture Tag (1) Pmkle Tag (1) 
Duck, Duck, Goose (1) Cat.and Rat (4) (6) 
*• * ’y - . 
A 
Hay I Clie.se You? (3) Pom, Pom, Pullavay (3) - . . r" •-'Yv- 
Bouncing Ball (5) Tossing Ball (5) • y:- ! ^ • ' • bl v 
Forember 
Frog in the I iddie (1) 
Leader Ball (1)' 
Change Seats (4) 
Found and Rabbit (4) 
December 
Musical Papers (1) 
Jo hnny-Jump-Ups (1) 
Firemen (3) 
Bouncing Ball against a Wall (5) 
mtg m; 
kj : ' .... $. 
feri . •■•;•■ 
€& ’ 
•>>; : 
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GilaDH II 
y- . ■ • ’ . .... 
GAMES (cont'd.) 
January February 
Any Rooms:to Rent? (1) Dog. and the Tone (1) 
Meet at the.Switch (1) Double Circle (1) (4 
Slc.p Jack (3) Puss in the Corner ( 
.**o '* ~. 
• : 
.N M • 
Mother, Mother, the , 
r. • • * 
KH.rch April 
•Huckle, “uckle, Dean Stalk ( 1} Rack to hack (1) (4} 
Tommy Tiddler's Ground (1) Crows and Cranes (1} 
B^i-rc Catcher (4) (6) Ring Cali Dali (4) 
Run Heme (3) Red and -due (3} 
May June 
.$ 
C-erm raid the Toothbrush (1} ■ Flowers and the Rind 
Ostrich Tag (1) Link Chase (1) 
Midnight (4) Slider and Flies (4) 
Homing Dgy (4) (5) Traffic Li0ht (5) 
Running Relay 
stt' r^q O jl Ui.'i 1 o 
September 
Heel and Toe Walk (5) 
November 
s’ * ■ ..." 
Human Crab (3) (4) (5) 
Review forward roll 
.January 
pleasuring Worm (3) (5) 
SELF-TESTING ACTIVITIES 
October 
High Kick (5) 
Walk on balance beam 
December 
Novelty Walk (5) 
Stoop and Stand (5) 
February 
Rocking Chair (3) (5) 
Snail (3) 
lf#ii 
- :T ■ Ik K- 
"s i 
few 
: £ * i | i 
'. -'I 
-- . 
I 
:S|3S|' 
« —* **•.-» * : R - ' 
*»4V: i' r? “ • • f.'•. .. 
-.f •«. •« 
y ■
(5) 
:: y V & y r ^ 
: : ' -l 
TC'ALwj 
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;cu TRM 
1/ 
'> . /!»y 
.<•• • 
S>: s^V-'c' 
«h> • •: 
■ ; ; 
'<■■■ ''t.ir&r 
*v :b.«v’3'5 
• 'is 
: J 
PSIS 
pl§ • 
f«f§i 
fe ■ £•-. .fl- -Vr • 
• : 
I 3 H ■lV::T:Po" yv' 
t * slJ' 
■ .. ■■ 
V :. 
«fe&5 ' ’ • • 
u a#'--®■•'■ 
W-'-' ■■.' 
sy iSh? 
' : - -h 
,a4C" V V v ;■v->■• 
• W | .<*.«• *, * '' 
- si% ',v” 
■ ■ '5.,' 
l5a^. .. j v.. 
• - 
. ’t .-V' /' b/ •< '1 
'^•:r • v 
•Vb. • ...* Ab.n. *, 
,4!f- V 4 
--"M bf 
... r . ... !*••.■ .. 
March 
STUNTS AND SELF-TESTING ACTIVITIES (coat'd..) 
April 
Backward Roll (6) 
Jumping Rope to Rhythm 
Jumping Jack (5) 
Rabbit Hop (3) (4) (5) 
: i • ; i;] 
■ ■ 
•; . 
-<•>- ■■ 
IfOrvj 
viV V .. 
t-V-r ■ 
S: 
V/; si 
v. May 
?£ Review , 
dune 
Review 
■i-,. 
GRADE III 
CHARACTERISTICS 
. -V ’ 
Physical 
* . , * . .. . . i 
V * 
1 Growth in height and weight not rapid at this age 
2 Rapid increase in brain; heart liable to strain 
3 Enjoy vigorous activity requiring use of big muscles 
f - -. - tv ‘ •••■ . * • 
. ■ 
m 
rA v 
.-1 
4 Less subject to fatigue, but need more sleep - at least ten 
hour-e. 
5 Tendency toward physical weakness and mental dullness 
6 Nutrition apt to be upset due to loss of teeth 
-1 ^ 
i vs 
kr 
7 Hand-eye coordination continuing to develop; can perform simple1;, 
small motor skills; sense of judgment improving 
Social 
ft , •. S'* 
v!'., V ■ 
1 Group activities predominate; interested in simple organized 
games and want to be on a team 
¥M ■ 
t S ft 
2 Becoming anxious to find their place in a group; some sensitive 1' 
to failure and need encouragement ! 
3 Self-assertive; argue over rules, but will not stop playing 
&. 
... 
. 
s* * • 
4 More companionable and learning to accept losing ■ft.-'.*-.-. 
5 Boys and girls still play together and have similar interests,^; - 
but beginning to be aware of opposite sex and starting to draw 
apart . 
\. V. 
«?*; - - 
f- • »..• . 
•: v •'»! : . 
Social 
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iv 
j'K-' ’x. 
•* $ r;,xA 
. -V 
GRADE III 
CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd.) 
6 Love adventure and may lie when adventures and imaginations 
become too strong 
■ • 
S'-'-* '* 
' % 
\X.1" 
\ ,*.;. . 0, 
. 
.*• • • .• ■'£ 
. ' - J 
•*: S& 
i. H 
-r i I* :;v.' ;:-V 
Can organize simple games and often make suggestions for im¬ 
proving games 
Attention span becoming longer, but easily distracted 
Continue to enjoy dramatic play, but more interested in the 
action than in the story 
Curious about all things in environment 
Impatient and like to do things in a hurry 
Time sense is that of thinking in the present 
8 Memory weak and inactive, but memorizing skill improved 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
1 To increase strength, further develop motor coordination and 
skills 
2 To encourage ability to accept responsibility 
!V 
• .y~ 
, J,-. 
3-''; 
•vdfe; ’-/M 
m 
' ilvr-iv-.V 'A-, 
Vs - 
■ 
4*^ 
. . -s 
*- .‘3 •: 
• . 
Can plan an activity and follow suggestions from a leader of 
their own choosing 
:«•. c • -■*' 
t <:" \ y . . 
■ v » v: '■■■■. 
M g 
.r-vv- •. .3 
-v' s V ■e\. ■ ">■ 
7- • ---s' V 
• •. 
tfyj? ij,- 
: - 
-“.ST^V ‘ 
•rS'-.-A .**: 
V-A. ■ v’ 
-r 
*T i&J? 
-. ■ . . 
1 ■ -> 
m * 
/•:& 
rVfe'-rr 
•/4j **.• 
- ;c-: 
■ 
’ y 
.v.-- .<»- 
■,v • -f-'’ . . 
4. n ■>, 
'v- 
A * ■ ’ *-.iA 
> -. , " ; ' Jr- 
VvA’i-VA 
- • 
;• vs.v;-.. ■■---• • 
3 To develop further good health habits and make posture consciously 3Kr 
: f ■ 
To develop further qualities of alertness and quick- response 
To develop further mental and social poise •y.'V 
To correlate activities with other subjects and with previous 
physical education 
7 To provide activity material which child may use in leisure time As- 
8 To promote courage, self-control, courtesy, kindness, obedience* 
honesty, initiative and cooperation, sportsmanship in winning 
and losing 
- 
* ,V\ 
(5) Hinman, op. cit. p. 57. 
GRADE III 
i *• 
MINIMUM ESSENTIALS FOR ONE SEMESTER5 
* _ . * A .* 
. 7 ' ' . 
4 folk games 
15 games and relays 
10 stunts 
10 dramatic games 
> September 
DRAMATIC PUY 
October 
. Morning Glory (1) 
: Rowing Boats (1) 
Bicycling (4) 
November December 
April 
Snail Shell (1) 
Cowboys Throwing a Lasso (1) (4) ( 
Building a Campfire (5) 
Screw Driver (1) 
Locomotive (1) 
. ;v The Puritan (5) 
Jack-in-the-Box (1) 
Jack Knife Bend (1) 
Coasting (5) 
Getting a Christmas Tree (5) 
January February 
Teamster Keeping Warm (1) 
‘ Threading a Needle (1) 
• Building an Eskimo House (5) 
Skating (1) (4) 
Jumping Jack (1) 
; i; March 
Bouncing Balls (1) 
Cross Cut Sawing (1) 
^ Fireman (5) 
'% Making and Flying a Kite (5) 
Playing with a Jump Rope (1) 
Dutch Windmills (1) 
Fishing (5) 
Plowing (5) 
-69- 
GRABE III 
May 
DRAMATIC PLAY (cont'd.J 
June ' 
One, Two, Three, O’Leary (1) 
Pulling up Anchor (1) 
Baseball Game (5) 
Swimming the Back Stroke (1) 
Fire Cracker (1) 
Furling Sail (4) 
September 
SINGING AND FOLK DANCES 
» 
October 
Pease, Porridge Hot (1) (4) 
Little Bo-Peep (1) (4) 
Polly Put the Kettle On (3) 
Barnyard Squabble (7) 
i -1 i 
■ -MM "• 
- & 
•- • >. 
”-v* 
Broom Dance (1) (5) 
Happy Days (1) 
Jolly Is the Miller (4) 
The Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe 
(7) 
■ 
0/ . - 
. - 
i ■ r\ ' 
;■ ' ' . ■ 
•'i'-'i!:?' 
-V." ■ 
it • */ 
: 
' 
'?■ y; Vi 
November 
The Windmill Dance (1) 
Pop Goes the Weasel (1) 
Cstiebogar (5) 
December 
Jingle Bells (1) 
Captain Jinks (1) 
Gavotte (3) 
Seven Pretty Maidens in a Ring (7) The Doll That Could Not Sleep (7) 
January 
Polly Wolly Doodle (1) 
Bleking (1) £6) (7) 
Dutch Couples (3) 
March 
Four-Leaf Clover (1) 
Indian War Dance (1) (4) 
Mixie Polka (4) (5) (7) 
February 
The Crested Hen (1) (5) (6) 
Hansel ana Gretel (1) (5) (6) (7) 
The Skaters' Waltz (3) 
The Sleeping Beauty (7) 
April 
Rovenacka (1) 
Gustaf's Skoal (1) (5) 
Minuet (5) 
»%■ 
; : 
■ A. ’V’* ■ 
j ■ fc 
V * ' . 
-bi* 
.'o'-'.t-Vr: 
•-< 
, “: V 
::r..v 
*?s.v 
'-L~ s' 
*.;>v W 
!•;«*>• .• • . > <, 
k 
May 
Swiss May Dance (1) (6) 
Hot Cross Buns (1) (4) 
Seven Jumps (5) 
June 
The MaypojLe Dance (1) (5) 
Cornin' thboug*1 the Rye (1) 
Swedish Clap Dance (5) 
Young American Hornpipe (5) 
.V.v- 
September 
Train Tag (1) 
Bull in the Ring (1) 
Midnight (1) 
How-Do-You-Do (3) 
Colorball (3) 
GAMES 
October 
Dodge Ball (1) (3) 
Buffalo Bill (1) 
Forest Ranger (1) 
Bean Bag Circle Toss (4) 
Boiler Burst (5) 
November 
Fire Chief (1) 
Statues (1) 
Ball Passing (4) 
Squat Dodgeball (3) 
Relays 
December 
Hunter and the Deer (1) 
Dog Catcher (1) 
The Target (3) 
Up, Jenkins (5) 
Relays 
'V. 
>< :z '" .* :*£■ \'Ai 
’ * J f ^ 
Walking Relay (1) Hopping Relay (1) v . 
• * 
Running Relay (1) Galloping Relay (1) v ---j v* 
.Skipping Relay (1) 
\ 
Spin the Top Relay (1) • • .f' \T: . - ■» ; ... . 
.V- • Vju • • s. .•• . » - 
January —___ February 
i* , 
■v- 
-.j 
Flying Dutchman (1) (3) (4) Circle Stride Ball (1) ■> ' rv'» ■ ■ ; •••.. 
Red and White Pin Hit (1) Cowboy and. Indian (1) 
William Tell (3) Number Race (1) W.*■ 
Floor Tag (4) *;\s‘ •“ '*» 
Relays Indian Club Target (5) . 
r- 
Stride Ball Relay (1) Relays 5 -• Wi•••'•'* i •*> V .. ' • , .. . 
Object Pass Relay (1) 
Rabbit Hop Relay (1) 
,v . 
^^■Vv' 
Lame Dog Relay (1) •••• 
• :&}:■'r:,. 
. VT.W;' 
March April 
,r ;' • V .; ' • <•/:- 
■v-': -1 
• * V 
- 
Hook-cn Tag (1) (4) 
Bean Bag Ring Toss (1) 
Fox and Hound (1) 
Submarine (1) 
• J; ■' 
•v. •'*. 
... ■ • 
#;:*• ;«•: & 
■ >v«.- y.,.r-.*v 
Fire Engine (4) Exchange Tag (4) (5) v •!: -j* 
. Yt- ■,.' 
Stoop Tag (4) Center Base (3) (5) ^ '. •> 
Three Deep (5) (6) *. s’- V-' ‘ . ■ • , - 
' .• vf. 
. ■ ' It? .:-a- 
■ • ■ 
•v’"/- •'*. v ‘-; •' 
■ • . V. -v; 
.• •• - ■■■.' !/■ ■ ' ' . 
.1 ‘ T- 
v \ 
; •• ' . ' 
'v ' 
V 
■ . :4: 
• • • V 
■ ■ ■ t. 
; • ■ ' ". . . . ■•■.•' . ■; 
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GRADS III 
March 
GAMES (cont'd.) 
. April . • x 
Relays 
Duck Walk Relay (1) 
A Bean Bag Balance Relay (1) 
Clock Relay (1) 
Overhead Pass Relay (1) 
Under Pass Relay (1) 
Bear Walk Relay (1) 
May June 
Fox and Gardener 
Bears and Cattle 
Kick Ball (1) 
Follow the Leader 
High Windows (5) 
a) 
a) 
(*) 
Re lay 
Dare Base (1) 
Jungle Tag (1) 
Statues (4) 
Three Around (4) 
Mfckey Mouse (3) 
Circle Baseball (3) 
Hit-Pin One Base (3) 
Cross Over Relay 
STUNTS AND SELF-TESTING ACTIVITIES 
September October H? 
Wicket Walk (1) 
Indian Squat (1) 
Dog Run (4) 
The Top (1) 
Trunk Lifter (1) 
Ankle Toss (5) 
0?'’ •. 
November December 
Body Lifter (1) 
Airplane (1) 
Rising: Sun (1) 
Heel Click (1) 
Balance Bend (5) 
■i ->■• t 
January February 
>' .•.V* - 
Review Measuring Worm (1) 
Review Crab Walk (1) 
Bicycle Riding (1) 
Corkscrew (1) 
Review Forward Roll (1) 
Chinese Get-Up (1) (3) (4) (5) 
Review Backward Roll (1) 
Log;. Roll 
Mule Kick (1) 
.t 
:V 
**\ r<" -v 
•'V-. -Ri-v, ' v 
Siamese Twin Es.ik (1) 
Lr,me Doc (3) 
■"Til. Ta ■ 
fei£*iS‘ 
V-■% 
■■■• f- 
■vK ; 
• | 
rr«-' . »• 
.fr. • ,• 
... S3 -v 
Review Cartwheel 
Review Rule Kick 
CHARACTERISTICC 
!/’ v>. *•’ 
:n/3. :? 
V * 
R?-*> •?•-■•. 
$$$ ■; 
rj ~, 't 
.. •••' Jo 
ft I 
*»-• of : 
W ■ ■ 
■■■ .*■ 
Growth continues slovly, and steadily rith growth in limbs ore--'-.^v 
dominating ■.•vt; s ... 
Srjia.il muscles developing, hence higher degree of skill in ner-1A ' 
::R. 
3 Children- play hard and strenuously, almost to point of exhaustion 
'..'V ... 
4 Boys becoming slightly taller and heavier anc noticeably stronger, 
than girls • 
5 Posture faults developing 
* ?»«_ * *•• 
■V-. . •. 
•>' -A :Ad 
6 Heart still small in proportion to its demands; brain ceasing itp,: 
grow 
'V'->>;i 
itfi- 
■ ' ■ 
7 More food is required; much sleep necessary 
8 Girls’ hip and pelvic bones beginning to change, resulting in 
difference in carriage and gait ’ 16. ;■ 
Social 
: • ‘ * 
1 Learning to abide by decisions of officials 
■ fw,:: 
v 
’ 
. R/Sd -v‘ 
. . ; 
2 Strong desire to evaluate progress in skills and in strength;^:- 
like to repeat skills over and over to improve them 
*£&&& ‘i? •*- 
’/sat:-' .Ik'?*-:-: ->.- 
*K 
'& ' 
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GRADS IV 
CHARACTERISTICS (cont'c.) 
: -- 
.•/• ■' 
I; I I ■ 
imM 
Social 
Increased interest and knowledge of game rules and team play; 
group success more important than individual accomplishment 
' ' 
.■" . • 
- ■'T *■•••. 
,<v • ■ -<* *• 
Efit- 4 
5 
Fighting and rivalry; keener competition 
-'*1 ■ V ' , ■ ■ xV.1 
•->. " 
■ ■- ;. 
£ 
more independent of others and can go more on own initiative: ? -H 
_•_l i * ' . US.! i'. - •> 
experimentative 
, _ _ 
Groups and clubs developing, non-members excluded; little #*garfef||fSI 
for adultR. likinc nwn world & 
7 
e 
lts, g o  
Impulsive; imperfect reasoning 
• Mental 
• -f£gg£a| 
Play groups in school may include both boys and girls, but actipUY^ 
vities organized by children themselves tend to separate sexes^ 
some lack of trust in opposite sex W 
* '-y. - 
• * ■ Sfc-vrv- *3**$ t - s^L. 
. * • 
S ’ - K * • *V/ 
' Better able to concentrate; retentive memory improved; ease in t ; V HI 
getting skills of all kinds 
2 
3 
4 
Curiosity **-— 
Love of movement and activity 
Rapid development of coordinations and sense of judgment 
41 
?$S3& 
-4?.v:3f<§v 
V r&: 
r. • -4..-.ac, 
■ 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
- v ';; £ 
•*■ •••*; > 
... 
' ' r- *v 
■ - • 
To develop smaller muscles which determine skills requiring 
greater accuracy 
Sjg&J 
$ jT- t > :—■ * (£ 
v.y. v; .,vv 
• • •. 5*o try to develop coordination in arms and legs in relation tov-H 
trunk to improve physical efficiency aiio to develop grace of 
bodily movement 
3 To improve posture; to develop good health aiic good health 
habits 
4 To develop desirable habits and standards of conduct; cour 
self-control, self-sacrifice, courtesy, kindness, loyalty, 
obedience, honesty, cooperation and initiative 
k • : " - . ■'■ •' . ' ' :\. v ■ ' ;? • . . ■ ; '•V ■ - 
$**/; .. ,r ■ • ' P S ■ • | - ■• fj ■-■ ■' k : :4 .... ■ - : ■'.. % | •-. ■ ' •"• .. 
*4^ - S'p'Ey 
“ l ? V’: v"r':'.‘.v ■'■■.. 
.y..'- ■ 
• ^ 
B?! . "• ■■ ; v 
f;.. . 
jV v* 
>o* 
lr ■ 
&•:' 
3tt':-*:.- 
K- ■ 
>•• ;■ ’ 
«...• - 
< :• 
•■.*x ’•• 
3; 
idv 
. ;b 
yA 
. ••: iX 
• * A' 
2 
■:. v-' » V:' 
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GRADE IV 
A»iS Aim ewncrarss of physical education (confd.) <1mWm 
■ 7 -v.'.;.J- 
To promote desire for wholesome associations and recreation 
To develop qualities inherent 
for rules !'. 
'~-V: •'• ;; 
■•- \iv . -*• - ^ P 
in leadership; to develop respect 
7 
8 
To quicken reaction'time 
W-fcl'-i'Mi'SS 
ff 
. ..j 
$??■ 
. *>V. r ft 
fJs< 
To 
V •- ». »»—'•• , •."* , 
• ' 
develop proper ideals and attitudes toward physical education- 
activities >/ 
’'"S' To instill favorable reactions to victory and defeat 
10 To improve skills in running, jumping, ball handling and 
W.. 
%'*>& 'rV\* .v? ■ 
- 
•‘•y >'<■:, y.*/ 
to continue to improve in rhythmic activities 
S SASi 
liDIHiULI ESS2MTIALS FOR Oh'E 3E1XSTER 
10 exercises * 
•s - 
4 folk games 
'.*v’ 
15 games and. re-lays 
10 stunts 
yi5% ^ ■0.-7 4."y 
v^-\,VR 
-> : • 
S'- 
:SV.. 
, . ,y y i 
■ y ■’> ; . ■ 
I'- • /- 
vr'. ...•.* 
SIGGESTED I7ARu-TJp EXERCISES* 
,.. xv.-.^g 
• *,.-.4,.. ;.y >*/•; r-'V'-'J 
iv. 
■ 
m. Jwit% Jumping Jack - Svring arms sideways, clap hands overhead at the 
same time spring feet apart to the side. Return to starting posi-y^ 
tion with feet together and. arms at sides. Commands "apart, to-lyv, 
gather". •.^v 
, * 
:y. \ :y * '• di; 
!-i ;,:v 
,v'V. ..fAv vv.’ A'-jy 
vvC Trunk Twist - Feet apart, hands extended sidewards. Twist to R, 
back to front, twist to L, back to front. Command: "twist, twi^^l>.;y..y.E-, 
etc." 
V ■ • V ?. •. : 
t * •• •■■•... . .-ryV'. W yt- 
- ■•Vv 
. - ;yd;; 
• C -t 
3 Deep Knee Bend - Rise on toes, extend arms forward for balance, deiep 
knee -bend (back straight), rise to tip toes again, return to starting 
position. Command: "up, down, up, down." 
' A.?;:- 
•; t i r. 
' 
Kinnan, op. cit. p. 57 
* Classroom teachers are not trained to teach correctives bo warm; 
up activities are substituted. 
:•■ y'ir" . .. 
. • ’•t"’ " ; , 
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■ *|v 
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GRADE IV 
SUGGESTED ^ARM-UP EXERCISES (cont’d.) 
■">: ,\p 
-'Aik ’«** 
■y-' ■•', & ;,Vv: p.\' 
. 
«v.>; 
4 Arm Extension - Raise arms forward, overhead, sideward, return to 
place. Command: ’’One, two, three, four.” 
#V. 
rJ 
:1- ' 
•5 
y.\: .ts* 3f>£ 
■fei ■■h,v ■,;*.' &’ 
Scuat Thrust - Place hands on f loor in front, assume squat position, % 
thrust legs backward, return to scuat, rise. Command: ’’Down, 
back, in, up." i i 
•r‘iv v- yjf 
Running in Place - Lift heels off floor, gradually whole foot, con- ^ivC£-.£ 
tinue lifting, knees higher end. higher, increase speed to maximum, $$&£•§£ 
then gradually slow down to stop. Command; Done with clapping for|§ 
rhythm. 
:*fT. 
•■•.v.v 
.v>- •; v 'T.i 
Trunk Pendulum - Feet apart, arms hanging relaxed downward. Bend 
forward from hips, swing from side to side, keeping arms relaxed. 
Pf-fc. ‘ 
Command: "Swing, swing, 
-<?•<' :' ■ £■ 
Arm Flinging (1) - Hands bent to chest, elbows at shoulder height, 
fling arms forcefully sidewards, then back to starting position at 
m 
chest. Command: "Out, in.' 
.. . 
■•V.'-V?'.- 
Arm Flinging (?) - Feet apart, hands crossed in front. Rise onjtoes'&.^ju 
fling arms sideward a.na upward, return to starting position. Com- 
v. v ?*. 
% • .. y 
4 
man d: " Up, down; > -v,.-v ■-- ■ • •’ • 
Wmyyy 
10 Toe -Heel - Jump feet apart, jump feet together. Jump R heel forwar^^^g^ 
jump R toe back. Jump apart, jump together. Repeat L heel and toei|v^ 
Command: "Apart, together, heel toe" and repeat. *ii§I 
• •: i. 
September 
RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES 
• ' October 
Vi 
Sc 
'•1- -Cvvv 
••• ' r-i 
»r-- 
*t?~y 
VV-S'- 
B7a.n55.3314ell Schottische (?) (3) (5) 
Tretur (?) 
Come, Let Us Be Joyful (3) 
Clap Dance (?) 
Yankee Doodle .;;(2) 
Cornin’ through the Rye (4) 
.. , 
■M 
‘ * * •* -*i I' 
November December 
Country Gardens (?) 
Oh, Susanna Circle (2) 
Indian Hunters 
Polks. Step (5) 
Hopp Kor Annicka (?) 
Pop Goes the Weasel (?) (3) (4) (7) 
Jump Jim Crow (4) 
m 
' V . 
'Hu 
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GRADE IV 
RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES (cont'd.) 
. >/.' • • ■ * 
■ V, g 
- •••■* 
: '• ' 
‘r/W;. 
8§f 
■5'C 
: ■•■ 
;- 
January February - -• ••: r • . . 
*i " ‘i 
Tantoli (?) 
Sving the Corner lady (?) 
Caribou Donce (7) 
Pinvheel Polka 
Tvo Head Ladies 
. ' ' • • 
c: "l- r \**i .^V *.»vv 
(?) 1 
Cross Over (?) (o) 
. * • . V>* Vfcf** 
• v. ? 
March 
i 
April 
. • . • 'A’ 
• • \ • .% * . V.■ 2: 
* i‘ ?*>>■ /; 
Dutch Couple Pence (?) (4) 
Irish Jig (?) 
Mexican Hat Dance (3) 
Seven Jumps (?) 
Modern Virginia 
( <7 \ 
\ 1 / 
Reel (2) 
" M 
* • • rhh v i; 
May 
A Minuet (?) 
Ribbon Dance (?) (5) 
; une 
Little Brovn Jug (2) 
September " 
Japanese Tag (2) 
Catch of Fish (?) 
Circle Chase (3) (4) 
Relays 
Arch Ball Relay (4») (5) 
Attention Relay (4) 
GROUP GAMES AND RELAYS 
October 
Chain Tag (?) 
Indian Club Snatch (?) 
Tv/o Deep (4) 
Relays 
Soccer Relay (4) 
November 
' Center Catch Ball (?) (6) 
fe. Buzz (3) 
Relays 
Ba c kvard Ha Ik Re lay (?) 
Over and under Fie lay (?) 
December 
Numbers Change (?) (5) 
Boiler Burst (4) 
Relays 
Chariot Race Relay (5) 
Hopping Relay (4) 
NT ’ - V 
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January 
GRADE IV 
GROUP GAMES AND RELAYS (cont’d. ) 
,. ** * .* ». '• ’ • ’ . . • Y, * .■ --Y’. . ’*•* !. • 
February 
Inc! ian Club guard' (2) 
Circle Club Elimination (?) 
Inner Circle Ball (4) 
King *s Guard (?) 
Guard the Gold (?) 
Lost One Out (4) 
Relays Relays 
Object Balance Relay (?) 
Farmer and Crow Relay (?) 
Double Squat Relay (?) 
Indian File Relay (?) 
' Inarch Aoril 
Corner Spry (?) (7) 
Bombardment (?) 
Relays 
Pirate's Treasure (?) 
Indian Club Bowl (?) 
Simon Says (4) 
Couple Hop Relay (?) 
Crossed Legs Relay (?) 
Relays 
Pass and Squat Relay (2) 
Kengaroo Relay (?) 
dune 
Body C-uard Tag (?) 
Jump the Shot (5) 
Farmer Tag (?) 
Ih-and-Out Race (?) 
Relays 
Stunt v (*) 
Relays 
Step-Hop Relay (5) 
ATHLETIC GAMES 
September October 
Kick Ball (?) (3) (5) 
Train Dodge Ball (?) 
Team Dodge Ball (2) 
Line Soccer (2) (3) (5) 
A- Pin Soccer (4) 
V-H- 
' 
- 
A-X.\ 
.... . ??:4V5fe 
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November 
GRADE IV 
ATHLETIC GAMES (cont'd.) 
December 
• m?:4' 
:0: r 
• ■ ■ 
: -- - 
?S i I'tr-V 
&**? .*;V 
V>’<k-* 
**£ 
*• . 
.: «■• ... 
tkd ■ 
h 
Soccer Dodge Ball (2) (3) (4) (5) Sideline Dodge Ball (2) 
Team Soccer Dodge Ball (2) 
Vi *J*v 3. 
.-v: 
•• - 
■ • * ■ • 
Touchdown (3) 
c: y 
;■ 
vs*. •: 
January February 
; yvpv; 
-^i'J 
- ■ , 
.V.' 
Basketball Skill Passes (5) Prisoner's Base (2) (3) (4) (5) K| 
Corner Ball (5) 
•tV t.:r ’;P;.- 
-'*• 
March April 
v-'.V.r _ 
• vV* ... . • ■*. > 
* \.s> ; v. 
Volley-Tennis (4) 
Newcomb (5) 
Softball Skills (?) 
Long Base (3) 
" • 
v i?. 
May June 
£'■ A.. ‘ * f- • 
• c •' .*• ' «• 
Triangle Ball (2) (4) Softball (2) 
VaC-j* 
• ; 
Bat Ball (2) (4) - s . ■ L.: . ■; ■: 
One Old Cat (4~) >.• -ujr" • ' • :• « ** f'-- 
>,7; 
:*xi 
fef 
, *1: -c v. • 
September 
STINTS AND SMF-TEST BIG ACTIVITIES 
October 
v ■ •’■4 -v,j. 
.'it •' 
." •. -■■■' 
Heel Touch (2) Grapevine (?) 5 / 
. Kangaroo Leap (?) Full Squat (2) l — - 
Frog Hop (4) Swinging Rings (3) 
.1 i -■**?■- ■ , 
i? ■ .v ‘..s.-- 
' ;^.c 
■* - •. •' 'V November December 
■: 
. .•• . : 
Knee Dip (2) (4) Knee Jump (?) fvA; . •••.; 
.U' ■" 
• . Walrus Walk (2) Wheelbarrow (?) . »'r.: V.Vrt.:,’- I;.; - , . . ... 
' ■" Push-Ups (3) Review Forward Roll (?) '-'■''Wi(}«• V)’ "h• • ■ 
.. . ; 4- Donkey Kick (5) Jump Forward Holding Toes (3) - ... ■. 
JAft >P»\ .■&&& ~ 
,V' V,.' 
j, ‘ • : 
- •. i-. 
■...... . , 
Is*' - •• ■••• 
& ■. 
cy-%. 
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vi’ -V -' 0-» n '7- 5V.*>V' •/ .. 
I li. i |l i ■ v- * .'••.-•■ ■'.•,• •• •*' I" 'urn. 
i ■•■■ 
...-••■■■" . ■ ’ .• • ■ ’ '• ••■ ■.:• ,. , ■/.■; 
•:’ --' •••**••• • • '■) •,• /. •• t. . ■.* • ./ • v CHA 
• - ■ 
' • | . ■: 
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GRADS IV 
STUNTS AND SELF-TFSTIMG ACTIVITIES (cont’d.) 
February . 
Fish Hawk Dive (?) 
Rocking Chair (?) 
Backward Roll (?,) 
• ■ ■ ; 
. j 
<. <• ‘£h;< i&- 
••, JfySu 
1^# a 
.s/vr .'jv f-.v. 
Human Ball (2) 
Forward Roll with Crossed Legs (2) 
Back Rocker and Get-Up (2) 
Jump over Stick (3) 
■ ■ • 
‘.'v 
>v Vy /•> 
• v's- 4_. . V 
sdv" 
March 
Bear Dance (2) 
Forward Roll Grasping Toes (?) 
Forward Roil (4) 
Stand (4) (6) 
April 
Forward and Backward Roll Combination®^ 
t o> - 
*• 'w 
i- ’ V- . . . 
' . 
io •••• 
(?) 
Coffee Grinder 00 (4) (5) 
’• ■••• ‘hv 
•c-rj 
d-’v' 
«jime 
Twister (2) 
Wicket Jump OO 
Leg Twirl (?) 
Ankle Jump (?) 
GRADS V 
CJ14RACTERI STIC S 
Physical 
1 Girls begin rapid growth; may be as much as two and one-half 
inches a year 
1-.*: 
•x y • 
* '• • ••»• : • > i . '•l' 
• •• $;* . ■ • : / 
.•y-'Vv' ; k||;'. 
• '• /-gh i-- •" T;',v : -xh' 
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• <* •* ^ 1*W <*?• 
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•: > . i* ~.n 
• -Sfvyf 
/. fc-, * . • \.^.r •: • V • 
•* T1'- ..Ri ■' . 
' 'V 
% ' ' ■■ v.1 VW^Si 
-U 
vy-." 
• ■ \ ••;•' 
•3s: "■•W ■*'■•< * ^ ‘ ’ f; M r;1 
’ i | 
... . . JA-V 
Long bones continue to grow; lack of symmetry; girls begin awk-A; 'J 
ward age; lack muscular coordination 
Heart small in relation to size of arteries and work demanded 
it 
SUv. • 
. :;k^. 
.-rJV 
Hi gh resistance to disease; some teeth start to decay 
6 
Require nine and one-half hours sleep 
Individual differences and abilities more pronounced 
&.AO.: *, <?. 
A1 '■■■?'v•G'.v' 
;V-;: i;. V?' <Vvh 
■■•.•-yvV’ 
>.,v .v;-5-;.v> 
:.v 
. '-A • ' * 
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■ ■. •' 
'•’ : 
. : ' • • • • '■ ' - 
• - - 
- -'’j, ,■ 
.W/iAi's* A;-.- 
.:••/ : , •/. is- 
;v^^'-.sS>v; :T/‘ 
• •- • 
•■ *■ ■*. ,v* . W . • ' . 
:> .’ . ■ -■ “v: ' 
; hy •• t m4 
■■.t •.. W; ■; ,-V; 
V-S fag* «■ 
; v.. 
. • •••. . \j v»i ■ i , V .*- 
;&m-s 
o lant to play v.ith children of own age and sex; consider 
younger children inferior: adolescents considered practically 
adults 
3 
4 
Do not understand adult activities and view them with contempt.-^; ^ 
■ ■ 
’ 
/'‘..I ‘s' 
Do not like to receive orders; feel important; reasoning powe^siS 
»• /.’■ T imperfect 
Very energetic; very impulsive; eager to experiment and to 
investigate 
w J-. ..’L 
V ^ V 
. ■ ■ fid 
-i i 
6 
7 
Loyalty to own group only; strong group rivalry 
v 
V 'VC .V: Great interest in acquiring physical skills and in perfecting . v' 
them : : $ 
8 Ability to follow group rules and to accept group decisions 
Mental 
Poor self-control; strong emotions 
Creative imagination of realistic type 
Sense of humor withn own group 
Concrete memory; perception is high 
Strong rhythmic sense; time sense is high 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
«■ —■• • ■ ■ 
<-,■v> r** 
• v 
i> V-; -- 
C'*-; 
4.v. > 
- . 
: ; .. 
5 /■-X-- 
:.s . ■ d 
o--v 
Moral 
v>- 
- -f 
• - - - t 
v-- 
1 Strong sense of justice 
2 Development of conscience (kindness, courtesy) 
3 Admiration for fearlessness; scorn physical cowardice 
4 Will not stand for lying among own group 
ijrr. - ->" * 
^ : / 
v , 
■ •- 
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GRADS V 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
To teach as many skills as possible 
To give games with vital situations and with mental content 
• " * * * • # i 
To instill desire to be good example, good sport; to show self- 
control ana to cooperate 
?%*:■& 
■ ■ . 
: ■ 
\ --V •-•f:. 
. 
• r; 
To correct remediable defects and to develop desirable attitudes 
toward play and exercise ••: ■«. .•*>: .• . 
i ■ 
To give team and club activities; to teach activities to boys 
and girls separately when possible 
To offer, especially for girls, rhythmic activities which 
will enjoy at this age and which will improve coordination' 
MINIMUM ESSENTIALS FOR ONE SEMESTER 
10 exercises* 
3 folk games 
15 games_and relays 
10 stunts 
... 
• j ' 
#§ 
i 
:v 
| 
I : 
II 
September 
Ace of Diamonds (2) 
Sicilian Circle (2) (5) 
RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES 
October 
Donegal Country Dance (2) 
Polka Couple Dance (2) 
pf 
tjSf 
Mk 
m 
i v' 
■V.. 
V yi- ■ 
$ ■ 
.>&?*■ ft 
November 
Csebogar (2) (4) (7) 
Hinky-Dinky, Parlee Voo (2) 
December 
Finnish Reel (2) (4) 
Skater's Schottische (2) 
(V Hinman, op. cit. pp. 57-59. 
* See Grade IV. 
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GRADE V 
■ ? J.-W 
: ‘ MM 
::50n 
RHYTHMIC 
' .*. ■ ; ' 
»: •• . . .. - • 
ACTIVITIES (cont'd.) 
January 
•' • *V 0.'*' s4 . , 
February 
• -*JL: 
’*'■=>.« Vcili- 
„The Hatter (2) Heel and Toe Polka (2) • _jv«* . ;. 
' • •• 
Turkey in the Straw (2) Schottische Hop (2) 
• < V!“j • . ■ 
' .'V- , . 
Skobodansen (7) 
- y 
-^4 
;,4. 
. ••%-•%•*•• i 
March April 
- 
•: - . 
( * '«. ' • •* _ ’ ; a 
Highland Schottische (2) (7) Glow Worm (2) t ».-.•• ■ . . ..pJ e .'•_»«! i & 
.■ Virginia Reel (4) (6) Irish Washerwoman (2) 
__...Raca (7) 
•; ^ . •• * * / : # fc 
" May June 
•• ,lr. 
-V. -v-v-'. '\. 
...... 
-..v'l ■■ 
• • • - W4'- 
’ Robes of Mallow (2) American Quadrille (2) 
-i c '■ ■ 
* ’ . * \’t‘ • » l v. 
"• \ 
Sailor's Hornpipe (2) 
■ . . 
GROUP GAMES AND RELAYS 
September. 
., Soccer Tag (2 ) 
last Couple Run (2) (3) 
Relays 
Soccer Dribble (2) 
Partner Dribble and Pass (2) 
v/: /';:•- 
• . •'. 
;^f. f 
i . • J 
November 
Review 
' 1“'c 
/;„:■■■ Relays 
•• • #4= 
' . '.j 
■ 
Run and Pass Back (2) 
Bounce Ball (2) 
Low Bridge Relay (5) 
October 
.*. * ’ . • . 
Triplet Tag (2) 
Cowboy Round-Up (2) 
Indian Club Chase (2.) 
Relays 
Stride Ball Relay (4) 
Balancing Wand Race (5) 
December 
* 
Review 
Relays 
Circle Race Relay (2) 
Heel Grasp Relay (2) 
Basketball Shuttle Relay 
jl?* 
*. <* V 
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January 
Relays 
.. ' 
•av 
GRADE V 
GROUP GAMES A1>ID RELAYS (cont'd.) 
February 
Relays 
Crooked Walk Relay (2) 
Indian Club Change Relay (2) 
March 
Relays 
Leap Frog Relay (2) 
Back to Back Relay (2) 
Shuttle Run and Pass Relay (2) 
Zig-Zag Run Relay (2) 
Race Track Baton Relay (2) 
Crab Walk Relay (2) 
April 
Couple Tag (2) 
Relays 
Chain Hop Relay (2) 
November 
Long Base (2) 
Hit the Target (2) 
December 
Basketball Skills (2) (3) (6) 
Three-Court Dodge Ball (2) 
Keep Away (2) 
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V Brothers (2) Ball Tag (2) 
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Relays 
- 1 ■**: ' / J •J' Club Ball Relay (2) 
v*.i- -y 
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ATHLETIC GAMES 
7: <•: 77 September October 
..*V 
'X*<• • ■ - * 
’ ■" v y. ‘ •* *» • 
•••4 • * v' 
’ . y * \ . - t. 
Soccer Skills (2) 
Army-Navy Ball (2) 
Progressive Dodge Ball (4) 
Corner Kick Soccer (2) 
Punt Soccer (3) • •• 
• ' ' 
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GRADE V r . ;•* f *•%* “ /’*' 
*: '• .. Vi 
ATHLETIC GAMES (cont'd.) 
January February 
'Round the Clock (2) 
End Ball (2) 
Captain Basketball (3) 
Basketball Pass Contest 
Catching Bounders (2) 
(2) 
March Aoril 
Captain's Base (2) (4) 
-Goal Keep Away (2) 
Newcomb (2) (3) (5) 
Kit Pin Kick Ball (2) 
Bov.ling (2) 
Hay June 
Softball Skills (3) 
Running Broad Jump (4) 
Base Running Contest (2) 
Five Jumps (2) 
STUNTS AND SELF-TESTING ACTIVITIES 
September October 
Ankle Toss (2) 
Toe Kick (2) 
Novelty Walk (2) 
Heel Jump (2) 
November December 
Midget Walk (?.) 
Wooden Man (4) 
Human Arch (■:) 
Single Leg Squat (2) 
January February 
Team Forward Rolls (2) 
Stick Pull (2) 
Rooster Right (2) 
Monkey Roll (2) 
Hand Y/restle (2) 
Finger Pull (2) 
Head Stand (6) 
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GRADE V 
STUNTS AND SELF-TESTING ACTIVITIES fcont'd.) 
April 
. • 
. v-Vr:.-' 1* f ■- 
Sitting Balance (?) 
Stick Wrestle (?) 
Jump the Stick (?) (4) 
Knee Spring (6) 
Seal Slap (?) 
Chair Dip (?) 
Hop Contest (?) 
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Mule Kick (?) 
Tandem (?) 
June 
Club Fight (?) 
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GRADE VI 
CHARACTERISTICS 
i wmm 
- . .. •». . • j 
. 
Physical 
*5*-- 
v\-. 
V V 
• V‘*v: - * 
\ 
i 
Girls continue to grov. rabidly; usually taller and heavier 
than boys, but not as strong and. have less endurance 
Lviris' apt..to be very avkwarc. as skeletal growth and muscular/-- 
development are cut of proportion 
5 ;i. '• 
:r";C ■Jbr-i-'y.. 
&£gj 
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3 
4 
Slov grortk of organs ■ | ■ ; h p 
General resistance to disease high 
Need, nine and one-half hours sleen 
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Social 
1 
*» 
' iv 
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■ sit.- 
Leadership ability more developed 
Membership in clubs important; desire to champion "causes”: • • : •! • 
secret societies and gangs ’ *r-: 
• r>- 
. 
. . 
-p-: Boys and girls prefer to play separately but developing 
consciousness, as indicated by interest in mixed group actiyir,; i L 
ties such as sauare dancine Z;-kA- 
4 Boys take 
activities 
. • «■ -Mv. j • ;V\. 
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e pride in feats of strength, tests of endurance and in 
i requiring coordination 
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GRADE VI 
CHARACTERISTICS (c ont M.) 
V Social 
5 Still move in a world of their ov.n kind; do not understand adult W, 
ideas and actions; cooperate well with ora group; teamwork eviK 
danced 
6 Apt to meddle in property of others 
w if, : 
Still impulsivej eager to experiment, hence get into all kinds pag 
of situations 111' 
• ' .... .. mg 
Participate in social conversations 
Increasing pover to concentrate; increased ability to reason f| 
deeper insight into situations and capable of better vaugment 
Growing: respect for good sportsmanship 
V*»— . • ' 'yr.-/ 
Developing a sense of humor and loyalty to group by keeping 
promises, finishing jobs started, protecting old, verj young 
or weak 
Girls interested in stories of sacrifice, devotion and romant||§§§j: 
cism; boys, in action, courage and. power 
ABiS AND OBJECTIVES OF PRTSICAA EDUCATION 
To develop further strength, speed end endurance 
r~ 
,v:; mm 
; HI 
To give activities for big muscles.to keep bodily organs 
functioning 
To develop grace and. control of bodily movement 
To develop good character and citizenship, fostering good, 
sportsmanship and fair play 
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GRADE VI 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION (coat'd.) 
5 To encourage and offer opportunity to develop leadership 
qualities 
6 To further develop reliability, friendliness and concern 
for others 
7 To give vital game situations, games to develop memory, 
strategy, judgment, and quick decisions 
8 To develop alertness, quick response, preparedness 
9 To decrease mental strain 
10 To develop responsibility for health and safety of others 
11 To provide activities that can be done during leisure time, 
which are attractive and can give pleasure and satisfaction 
MINIMUM ESSENTIALS FOR ONE SEMESTER8 
10 conditioning exercises* 
.3 folk games 
15 games and relays 
10 stunts 
RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES 
September 
Cracoviac (2) 
Shoo.' Fly: (?) 
November 
Arkansas Traveler (2) 
Bavarian Dance (2) 
Circle with Six (2) 
(8) Hinman, op. cit., 
* See Grade IV. 
October 
Rhinelander (?) 
Skip to Ivly Lou (2) 
December 
Oxford Minuet (2) 
Pass the Shoe (2) 
Sleigh Bells (6) 
p. 58,*- 
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GRADE VI 
RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES (cont'd.) 
• . * * • .* , •! ■ « 
i • • • • . : •• fc 
January February 
Army and. Navy Dance (?) MiTitgByTwo-Step (?) 
Norwegian Mountain Larch (?) (4) 
March April 
Little Man in a Fix (4) (5) (6) Money Lusk (?) 
May June 
Hew Century Hornpipe (?) Hesitation Waltz (?) 
Paul'Jones (?) 
GROUP GAMES AMD KSMYS 
September 
Squeeze Out (2}_.. 
November 
Three Shots (?) 
Wide Awake (?) 
Relays 
■ ; • u 
Bowling Relay (?) 
Steady Hand Relay (?) 
October 
Broncho Tag (5) 
Relays 
Soccer Kick Relay (2) 
Jump the Ditch Relay (?) 
December 
Jump the Shot (2) 
Relays 
Haney Feet Relay 
* 
' yf r-.:vi v ■ • . 
J>.nua ry 
Relays 
GROUP GAITJS AIID RELAYS (cont fd.) 
February 
• • . * •. 
Bail Stand (5) 
Human Croouet Relay (°) 
Obstacle Bop Relay (?) 
Bounce and Pass Relay (b) 
I arch 
Relays 
One Rand Pass Relay (2) 
Quartet Relay (?) 
April 
m ■ 
• ; 
' - 
•- •• 
•AM: 
\ WMi 
> dp > 
Lickety Oplit (?) Triangle Run (?) 
Jumo .Rove (?) 
Relays ' 
Couple Slide Relay (?) 
Svmg Your Partner Relay (°) 
Hay 
\ 
Hop Scotch (?) 
September 
Football Skills (Boys) (?) 
ilass Soccer (?) 
Fifty-One or Bust (?) 
November 
Review 
January 
Circle Keep Up (?) 
t'une 
Tug-of-Har (5) - Boys 
ATHLETIC GA13SS 
October ; 
Touch Football Tag, (?) 
Punt Ball (?) 
Double Doctoe Ball (?) 
Rotation Soccer (5) 
December 
Guard Ba11 (?} 
February 
Center Hiss Ball (?) 
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GRADE VI 
A'IHjuj'j.IC GAAE5 (cent'c, ) 
V i fcarch 
Dribble Ball (?) 
April 
Review 
u *ay oi'ne 
Punt Baseball (?) 
Line-Up Ball (?) 
Beat Pall (?) 
September 
;1 Toe Lift (?) 
Siamese Hop (?) 
1: % 
, November 
v Tight-Hpp.e ’.Talk (?) 
>;T January 
.1? Couple Bear Dance (?) 
::g Bull Dog Pull (?) 
Basel-7 II Twenty-Cne (? ) 
Tv.enty-Five Yard Dash (?) 
Stancing Broad Jump (?) 
STINTS MID §£jtfV$£S7IKG ACTIVITIES* 
October 
Balance Bend (?) 
Head Push (?) 
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December 
Review 
February 
Skin the Snake (?) - Boys 
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77; Back-to*Back Pull.. Over (2) - Boys Stick Twist (?) 
may 
Review 
June 
Review 
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* Stunts listed Stbove do not meet Minimum Essentials» as 
are mixed and not suitably attired for many of the activities. 
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